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CHAPTER I 
RELATED LITERATURE AND RESEARCH CONSIDERATIONS 
Introduction 
This study is the result of the personal interest of the 
writer in the process of assimilation of immigrant groups into 
American society. It is a topic which has long been of special 
interest to sociologist and has been approached with varying 
emphases and diversity of viewpoints. 
The present ,writer has considered it advisable to confine 
himself to the study of the assimilation process in the 
religious situation. He has concentrated on the investigation of 
one aspect of the relationship between religion and the emerging 
urban culture. His own baekground and an interest in the 
difficulties facing contemporary immigrant groups led the writer 
to focus on the relationship of the Roman Catholic Church to 
those Puerto Ricans who have migrated to the United States. 
The writer is keenly aware of the complex factors involved 
in such a relationship and of the subtle interplay of forces 
affecting the group and the individual. New understanding of 
such relationships has been gained by the conscious appli-
cation of the knowledqe gained in the .';';'field of human behavior, 
derived from continued research in cultural anthropology, 
sociology, clinical and social psychology, psychiatry and other 
related disciplines. It is due to his conviction that the 
relationship of the Church to the changing urban environment 
is an area of urgently needed research that the writer undertook 
this study. Of itself, it will not result in any new solutions. 
Hopefully, however, it may bring about a keener insight into the 
complexity of the Church's task in the inner city and suggest 
lines of further research. 
The present work is an exploration of one facet of the role 
of the Church in the modern metropolis. The answers gained from 
this study can not be other than indicative, as an exploratory 
study, it bears witness to the limitations and emphases re-
suIting from the writer's background. However, it is the writer's 
belief that it is in studies of this type, which have been 
described by Merton as those of middle-range, that the answers 
to many of the problems of the contemporary scene will be found. 
Certainly it is in studies such as this that the Church will 
find guidelines that will lead her to a better understanding 
of her role in late-twentieth. century urban America. 
The growth of the metropolis to its present dominant place 
in American life has brought with it fundaJllental changes in the 
,-
structure of society - in the ways of life, the density and 
mobility of populations, in interpersonal relationships 
! 
governing the ownership and transmission of property, in the 
exercise and acceptance of authority. Urbanism has become the 
dominant pattern of life. The intricate organization of urban 
society and the complex processes that have urged its growth 
have been major fields of sociological inquiry for over a 
century. Urbanism and urbanization are complex phenomena that 
cover a broad spectrum of human actions and human endeavour and 
of social mechanisms. The spread of urbanization to what were 
hitherto rural areas over the past decade has provided 
sociologists with the opportunity to study urban developments at 
first hand and as they occur. 
Within the urban framework we find .cae of the most pressing 
issues of modern society. In 1960 the urban population accounted 
for 70 per cent of the United States tota~ In 1950 the Standard 
Metropolitan Areas contained 56.8 per cent of the United States 
population. Had the Standard Metropolitan Areas existed as 
areas of delineation in 1900, they would have contained 32 per 
cent or less than one-third of the total population. 
As Jean Gottmann expresses it: 
Man_ind is reshapping its habitat. The much-maligned trend 
towards urbanization has become so rapid and massive as to 
overshadow many other modern problems ••• The modern city 
takes on a volume that calls for new methods. The change 
in scale produces a change in the nature of the city's 
problems and in the planning necessary to provide for the 
urban people's needs. l 
In the study of the city's problems, one must give due 
recognition to differences in demographic and ecological var-
iables. This approach is characteristic of the micro-social 
view of urbanization, which is orientated towards the city as the 
1. Jean Gottmann, Economics Esthetics and Ethics in 
Modern Urbanization (New York: The TWentieth Century FUnd, 
19~2), p. 16. 
primary datum, as a concrete entity that invites a method of 
specific description. It minimizes the role of formal theory and 
fixes on demographic and ecological variables as concrete and 
specific indices of urbanism. This view is expressed in the 
following passage: 
One is all too ready to speak of the urban ~weller, the urban 
pattern, the urban way of life, wItnout approaching true 
variations-lound both within and between cities ••• The central 
idea of this study has been to unravel the relationships 
between a great number of urban characteristics, and measure 
them precisely, rather than study in detail any single feature 
In the midst of .the changes in social relationships brought 
c about by the dramatic increase in urbanization stands the urban 
:' ( . , 
church. It is faced with the problem of adapting its methods to 
cope with the multi~racial and the transient neighborhood, the 
.•. \ 
peculiar problems of high-density populations in ap~rtment 
. '. 
buildings, the shifting population of the inner city. It has 
to lay new emphasis on involvement in the social, educational 
and physical needs of the people, it needs to rethink and reform 
old concepts, to develop new approaches, seek new sources of 
• 
information, plan new forms of organization. 
It is the role of ~.search to seek an understanding of the 
probiems of the church in the urban environment. Before any 
concrete programs can be set up, before new ideas and experi-
mental forms can be developed and tested, there first must be a 
thorough understanding of the precise nature of the problems and 
2. C.A. Moser and Wolf S,eott, British Towns: A Statistical 
Study of Their Social and Economic Differences (LOndon: Oliver 
& Boyd, 1961), p. 2. 
explicit goals towards which any action can direct itself. 
Research in the urban church, especially into the problems and 
complexities of the inner-city church, is yet at an infant 
stage. Much remains to be done, especially on the life-style of 
the metropolis - the relationship of the individual to the new 
type of group structure in the urban Batting, his background, 
values, motivation, the actions which occupy his time, the many 
varied influences which make him an individual human personality. 
Realizing the many disparate elements and different vari-
ables involved in such a study, the writer decided to study one 
aspect of the involvement of the church in the inner city. This 
paper intends to examine the relationship between the Puerto 
Rican immigrant and the Catholic priest in the city of Chicago. 
This is a uni-dimensional study. It examines only what the 
Puerto Rican imigrant perceives the role of the priest to be ~d 
what he conceives the role of the priest should be toward the 
Puerto Rican. No attempt was made to examine the priest's con-
ception of his role in relationship to thepu~to Rican. 
Survey of related .. 1i tera ture. 
The liter~~ure and research which have a direct bearing on 
this study fall into two more-or-less well defined categories. 
First there is the literature ·dealing with the arrival of 
immigrant groups arid their assimilation into American society, 
secondly, there is the more specific literature which has studied 
the adaptation of Puerto Ricans to American society with 
particular reference to the effect of this adaptation on their 
religion. 
Any discussion of the assimilation of migrant groups into 
American society will require a clarification of the concept of 
ethnic group and of its relation to assimilation. OCcasionally 
the concept is confused with that of minority group. Rose 
operationalizes ethnic groups as follows: 
Groups whbse members share a unique social and cultural 
heritage passed on from one generation to the neRt are 
known as ethnic groups. Ethnic groups are frequently 
identified by distinctive patterns of family life, language, 
recreation, religion, and other customs which cause them to 
be differentiated from others. Above all else, members of 
such groups feel a sense of ldentity and an "interdependence 
of fate" with those who share the customs of the ethnic 
tradition. 3 
A minority group must be carefully distinguished from such 
a group bound by ties of similar social and cultural heritage. 
An ethnic group may also be a minority group, but it is not of 
the essence of minority groups that they be bound by ethnic ties. 
Such a minority group is operationalized by Wagley and Harris as 
follows: 
the 
Six 
(1) Minorities are subordinate segments of complex state 
societies 1 (2) minorities have special physical or cultural 
traits which are held in low esteem by the dominant segments 
of the societY1 (3) minorities are self-conscious units 
bound together by the special disabilities which their members 
share and by the special disabilities which these bring: 
(4) membership in a minority is transmitted by a rule of 
descent which is capable of affiliating succeeding generat-
ions even in the absence of readily apparent physical or 
cultural traits: (5) minority peoples by choice or necessity, 
tend to marry within the group. 
3. Peter J. Rose, Thel and We: Racial and Ethnic Relations in 
United States (New Yor : Random House,1964), p.ll. 
4. Charles Wagley & Marvin Harris, Minorities in the New Worl : 
Case Studies (New York: Columbia Univers1ty Press, 1958) p. 10 
Ethnicity emphasizes the cultural values and behavior of a 
group_ It is a cultural identification which is as applicable 
to the dominant group in a society as it is to a minority group. 
If and when cultural assimilation takes place, the ~dentification 
with the dominant culture may be so intense that the group as 
such has no recollection of the cultural ethos which was at the 
base of its ethnicity and still manifests itself from the 
dominant behavior patterns. 
The concept of assimilation into American society should 
be viewed in the light of a long history of writings which have 
exalted the Anglo-Saxon and tended to consider other ethnic 
groups as quite inferior to this race. De Gobineau and 
Chamberlain, Guenther and Grant, have all contributed to the 
theme that the united States was founded by Anglo-Saxon 
Protestants with democratic ideals and that this country should 
be reserved for their kind. This fostered a prejudicial 
attitude toward the immigrant as one whose presence threatened 
the great achievement of the Anglo-Saxon, and therefore as one who 
should either be excluded from the United States, or compelled 
when he came here to adopt as soon as possible .the ways of the 
traditional Americans, the Anglo-Saxons. 
Amundson calls this·NativismW and attributes it to a 
triangular base of anti-Catholic, anti~adical, and anti-foreign 
sentiments, the latter merging into racism in the early years of 
5 
the twentieth century. 
5, Robert H. Amundson, ·Immigration: U.S. Policies V U.S. 
Ideals, Social Order, ~ctober 195~, p. 32. 
·Cultural pluralism was a fact in American society before 
it became a theory - at least a theory with explicit relevance 
for the nation as a whole.· 6 
Cultural pluralism was based on the theory that there is 
strength in variety, and that the contribution of various 
immigrant groups have a beneficial effect on the total society. 
It envisages a mutual respect for ideas, customs and values. In 
such terms America can be seen as a mosaic of ethnic groups, 
each retaining its unique qualities while contributing to the 
overall cultural pattern of the society. 
The de~elopment 6f the theory of cultural pluralism has 
been one of the significant factors in the development of a· 'more 
favorable attitude itoward ethnic groups and people of ether 
cultures. Hand in hand with this development came increased 
research into the meaning and importance of culture and its 
significance in relation to the behavior of the indrvidual. 
New emphasis was laid upon cultural background as the vital 
influence in the formation of a person's values and attitudes and 
as the basis of everything that gave meaning to his life. The 
realization that asking the immigrant to shed his whole 
cultural background and to deny the values which had become part 
of his very being was damaging to the individual personality 
led to a new acceptance and a greater respect for the concept of 
cultural pluralism. 
6. Milton M. Gordon, Assimilation in America: Theory and 
Reality, Daedalus, 90, (Spring 1961), pp. 274-5. 
Gordon makes a distinction between two types of assimi-
lation of immigrants: one is the process of cultural 
assimilation, the other that of structural assimilation. Gordon 
stresses the overwhelming reality of structural pluralism in 
American society and predicts that it is highly unlikely that 
this will be changed in the immediate future. 
On the other hand, as cultural assimilation has developed, 
many of the culturally pluralistic items have disappeared. Thus 
Gordon sees structural pluralism as the major key in the under-
standing of American society where cultural pluralism holds a 
minor place. 
Glazer and Moynihan hold that the ethnic group in American 
society has become a new social form Even after its distinctive 
customs, language and culture have been fully absorbed into 
American society, the ethnic group as a structure is continually 
recreated by new experiences in America. The authors contend 
that religion and race seem to define the major groups into 
which American society is evolving as the specifically national 
aspect of ethnicity dies. 7 
An important distinction is to be made between cultural 
assimilation (acculturation) and social assimilation. Parsons 
and Kroeber distinguish clearly between a social system and a 
~. cultural system. They speak of a culture system as "the 
7. Nathan Glazer and Daniel P. Moynihan, Beyond the Melting 
Pot (Cambridge, Mass.: The M.I.T. Press, 1963).------------------
transmitted and created content and pattern of values, ideas, and 
other ,symbolic meaningful systems as factors in the shaping of 
human behavio~and of a social system of interactions among 
individuals and collectivities. H8 This means that hhat there 
can be cultural assimilation of an immigrant without a 
corresponding social assimilation. 
A recent study conducted in chicago9 contended that 
acculturation was a one-way street. Its conclusions were that 
the immigrant must completely accept the language, customs, 
usages, the complete culture of the dominant society, in order 
to be a success in that society. This involves a total denial 
and rejection for the immigrant of the customs and cultural 
heritage of his own group. This reinforces the findings of 
Campisi's study among the Norwegian ethnic group. Campisi 
condludes that "success in the American world means emulation, 
imitation and appropriation of American ways. RIO 
In the early years of the century social scientists 
concentrated on the process and problems of immigration and the 
capabilities of various ethnic groups to adapt to life in 
8. A. L. Kroeber and Talcott Parsons, '"The Concepts of 
Culture and Social Systems," American Soc. Rev., 23, (oct. 1958) 
pp. 582-3. 
9. John J. Lennon, "A Comparative Study of the Patterns of 
Acculturation of Selected Puerto Rican Protestant and Roman 
Catholic Families in an. Urban Metropolitan Area (Chicago)," (un-
published Doctoral dissertation, University of Notre Dame, 1963). 
10. Paul J. Campisi, "A Scale for the Me~surement of Accul-
turation," (unpublished Doctoral dissertation, University of 
Chicago, 1963). 
· 11 Amer~ca. During the last twenty-five years the focus of 
research has changed to the relations between racial and ethnic 
groups. With this change in emphasis has come an increasing 
degree of precision in methodological investigation and a 
greater involvement in the concern with the implications of 
empirical findings for action. Wirth sees the trend as one 
"from an earlier preoccupation with the study of differential 
traits and capacities of the various racial-and cultural 
components of the human family to the present dominant interest 
in the de~elopment of effective methods for understanding and 
dealing with problems of racial and cultural relations. n12 
A study of Puerto Rican migrants to New York City completed 
in 1960 stresses that the experiences of the present day immigran 
groups closely parallel the experiences,~of the earlier immigrant 
groups in their effort to become assimilated into the dominant 
American society. 
The authors point out some new elements in the Puerto Rican 
immigration which affect assimilation. One important factor is 
11. Cf.: Prescott L. Hall, Immigration and its Effects upon 
the United States (New York: Holt, 1907); Robert E. Park and 
HerBert X. Mills, Old World Traits Transplanted (New York: Harper 
, Sons, 1921). Henry Pratt Fairchild, Immigration: A World 
Movement and its Amerioan Significance, (New York: The Macmillan 
Co., 1928). 
12. Louis Wirth, "Problems and Orientation of Research in 
Race Relations in the United States," British Journal of 
Socilogy, 1, (1'50), 'pp. 118-9. 
13. Renato Poblete and Thomas F. O'Day "Anomie and the Quest 
for Community among the Puerto Ricans of New York City," The 
American Cath. Soc. Rev:', XXI, 1, (Spring 1960). 
that these most recent arrivals are United States citizens. 
Secondly, they arrive at a time when most other groups whose 
American origin goes back to a similar immigration experience 
have advanced far along the path to general American culture 
patterns. Thirdly, despite their American citizenship, they have ~u 
quite a different culture from .hat of the mainland. 
The fourth differentiating factor is of considerable 
significance. The earlier immigrants clustered in communities 
where adaptation was eased by preservation of important elements 
in the older culture. The vital role that the immigrant com-
munity played in avoiding the worst effects of social and per-
sonal disorganization during the acculturation process has come 
to be realized increasingly during recent years. The immigrant 
community provided for the immigrant the security of a well -
organized social life during the difficult period of the trans-
ition to the new culture. Fitzpatrick develops this idea and 
points out that the immigrant community and the strongly united 
immigrant family helped immigrants to protect themselves against 
the shock of this transition. 14 These isolated immigrant 
communities gave the immigrant support and security during a 
difficult period of transition: they preserved an orderly 
social pattern which kept him aware of traditional values while 
14. Joseph P. Fitzpatrick,S.J., "Sociological Aspects of 
Immigration and their Impact on Religious Practice," in Report on 
the Pirst Conference on the Spiritual Care of Puerto Rican 
Migrants, (New York: Archdioces of New York, 1955), pp. 84-5. 
Also "The Integration of Puerto Ricans," Thought, XXX, n.lla, 
(Autumn 19~), pp. 402-420. 
he gradually accepted the new experience of American life. 
Poblete and O'Dea consider that because of the circumstances 
of American urban life today, the Puerto Rican immigrants are 
unable to form a community. The community of immigrants, in 
Catholic life at least, was centered on the national parish. And, 
as Fitzpatrick emphasizes, the practice of the faith is much more 
of a cultural matter than we have recognized previously.lS The 
national parish provided a means of transition into the American 
way of life which was both gradual and reassuring. When the 
immigrants were organized in such a community, that practice of 
the faith which had been part of the old culture became part of 
the new life also. Of course th~s carried with it the danger 
that the practice of the faith would become so intimately 
identified with the older culture, that as the second generation 
gradually adopted American values and cultural life, they would 
also tend to abandon the traditional faith. 
It is the hypothesis of Poblete and O'Dea that nthe for-
mation of sects is one of the known ways out of anomie, and the 
facts of Puerto Rican life in New York suggest the presence of 
such a condition among their new arrivals. The sect represents 
a search for a way out of that condition and is therefore an 
attempt to redevelop the community in the urban situation. n16 
15. Fitzpatrick, "Sociological Aspects of Immigration and 
Their Impact on Religious Practice," p.8S. 
16. Poblete and O'Dea, p. 29. 
Poblete and O'Dea argue that isolation is one of the aspects 
of living in the new culture from which the immigrants are saved 
by their salvation conversion. They associate isolation with a 
loss of orientation in life and suggest that conversion seems to 
offer a way out of anomie, both in terms of providing social 
relationships and giving meaningful orientation to the converted. 
Lennon's suudy seems to arrive at different conclusions 
from those reached by Poblete and O'Dea. The focus of Lennon's 
study was on determining to what extent religion is a factor in 
acculturation. The author made a distinction between acquiring 
the necessary behavior required for participation in the new 
society and the internal commitment of the individual to the new 
culture. He quotes Munch: 
In some cases that the immLgrant group has made a thorough 
adjustment to the new enviromment without ever losing its 
identity as an ethnic group. An almost complete cultural 
assimilation. 17 
Lennon gives as his purpose to determine if these Puerto 
Rican families in Chicago find themselves in such a situation, 
that is, (1) are they learning the more necessary external 
behavior patterns or skills in the new culture amid the 
surroundings of a new enviroment?', and (2), is change actually 
taking place in their traditional values and sentiments?18 
17. Peter J. Munch, "Social Adjustment among Wisconsin 
Norwegians," American Soc. Rev., XXIV, (December 1949) pp. 780-7. 
18. Lennon, p. 15. 
~--------------~ I 
I 
I Lennon measures acculturation by a number of variables and 
attaches a value to each one in order to measure the extent of 
the acculturation of each immigrant. He concludes that the 
more an immigrant clings to his native language and religion, 
the less chance he has of enlarging his new world. This means 
that the immigrant community or the national parish prevents the 
immigrant from being assimilated into American society. He accept~ 
the conclusion of Puerto Rican Journey19 that the Puerto Ricans' 
intimate attitude to religion grows less as they become more 
assimilated into the new society. 
The most significant section of Lennon's study is that deal-
ing with the traits the Puerto Ricans liked most in their churches. 
The replies of the Protestants put great emphasis on the use of 
Spanish in their church, the communal participation mn the 
church service by the congregation, and the feeling of togethernese 
or community. Lennon concludes that'this is a need, both 
spiritual and cultural, that the Puerto Ricans have within them-
selves which the Catholic Church is failing to meet and which 
the Protestant churches fulfill or pay attention to. 
The author draws a further conclusion., Since the emphasis 
here (on the use of Spanish in the Protestant churches) seems to 
be centered on the need for a spirit of togetherness and mutual 
assistance, which is provided by the services in Spanish, this 
19. C. Wright Mills, Clarece Senio., and Rose U. Goldsen, 
The Puerto Rican Journey (New York: Harper, 1950), p. 114. 
operates to isolate the immigrants further from social inter-
action. Thus the church may unintentia11y be impeding the 
acculturation of its members as it attempts to solve the dilemma 
of what to do about haveing Spanish or English in its services. 
It is significant for Lennon that the Protestant pastor 
and the Catholic priest, to a lesser degree, have a unique 
opportunity to interpret American culture to the Puerto Ricans. 
This has been a traditional avenQe to acculturation for im-
migrant groups but now it may impede acculturation by forcing 
the immigrant to rely too much on his clergyman and to interact 
with members of the larger society through the clergyman. 
The author concludes that the Protestant churches neutralize 
acculturation by providing services in Spanish, a place to share 
the elements of Hispanic culture, and the spiritual and material 
help of an understanding pastor. The Catholic Church performs a 
similar function but not to the same extent. For Lennon, this 
process impedes acculturation more than it assists it. The 
author regards the churches as buffers preventing the Spanish 
speaking people form moving onward toward fuller participation 
in the American social system and concludes that assimilation is 
far-off and illusory goa1i 
A Unesco conference on the problems of immigration devoted 
considerable time to a consideration of the problems involved in 
th 1 1 · if" 20 e cu tura 1ntegrat on 0 1mm1grants. Under discussion was 
20.W. D. Borrl.e, Tne cultural Integratl.on o~~mm1grants, 
(Paris: Unesco, 1959) 
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the fact that national governments feflected the wishes of 
influential blocs of people in restricting immig~ation to those 
people who were considered to be assimilable and that this 
attitude was evidenced in the United States quota laws of 1921 
and 1924. The conference observed that those laws implied a 
belief in the basic homogeneity of the host society and that the 
immigrants should conform to its social norms, illustrated in 
the popularity of the 'Melting pot' and 'Americanization-
theories. 
The concept of assimilation was discussed at some length at 
the Havana conference and underwent sharp criticism. The 
author of one paper denoucnce the use of the word I 'assimilation' 
as implying a one-way street in inter-group relations resulting 
21 from the misleading biological connotations of the word. He 
contended that the United States has neither assimilated the 
various groups of immigrants nor obsorbed themJ that the 
immigrant groups and the native stock have both advanced and 
been biralized by their association with one anotherJ and that 
this concept of cultural intergration rests upon a belief in the 
importance of cultural differentiation within a framework of 
social unity. 
A study on the obsorption of immigrant groups by Eisenstadt 
places particular emphasis on a full understanding of the 
21. William S. Bernard, "The Inte9ration of Immigrants in 
the United States,- pa~rs and Proceedings of the Unesco Con-
ference, (Havana, Apri 1956). 
various processes involved in immigration studied within the 
complete social context of the receiving country. He urgues that 
an adequate explanation of the whole immigrant process can be 
gained only by a complete and critical study of the host of 
variables involved. Such factors as the economic status of the 
immigrant group, their education and cultural background, the 
institutional changes required of them in the new society, the 
type of settlement (rural-urban, grouped-dispersed), all these 
must be taken into consideration when examining the assimilation 
22 
of immigrant groups. 
A recent study of the absorption of immigrant groups in 
Brazil highlights some interesting aspects of the assimilation 
process. 23 The authors' conclusion was that the motivation which 
impels an immigrant to emigrate is psychological, springing 
from a dissatisfaction with and insecurity in his native social 
environment. When the immigrant actually leaves, he withdraws 
from the social sphere in which he was a unit and has to reform-
ulate his conception of his status and the roles he must fill, 
and revise his system of values within the framework of the new 
society. In this resocialization process, however, the adjust-
rnent is not uni-dimensionsl but reciprocal and demands an 
analysis of its effects. ·on the receiving society as well as on the 
immigrant. 
22. 
Chapman, 
23. 
ation of 
S. N. Eisenstadt, The AbSOrption of Immigrants (London: 
1954), pp. 263-4. . ! 
A.H. Newa and J. Di~gues, Jr., "The Cultural Assimil-
Immigrants in Brazil," Ift0 BOrrie, pp. 189-206. 
A study of out-group marriages of Puerto Ricans in New 
York City gives indications that a rapid assimilation is 
24 
taking place. A high rate of intermarriage of one ethnic 
group with another is generally accepted as a reliable index of 
cultural assimilation. The author found that there is a 
significant percentage increase in out-group marriage among 
second-generation Puerto Ricans in New York City. He found a 
positive correlation of out-group marriage with an advance in 
occupational status, with a tendency toward a younger age or 
marriage, and with a decline in marriages by Spanish-speaking 
Pentecostal and Evangelical Ministers. The author concludes, on 
the basis of this study, that the process of assimilation to 
the culture of the mainland is proceeding rapidly. 
Another article by the same author discusses at some 
length the relation of the community to the assimilation o·f 
.. 25 .} 1mnu.grants. Starting with a conviction of the important role ~'j (~ 
the community plays in the life of the immigrant, he develops the 
position that the relationships in the concept "C!ommunity" 
ptay~aedecisive role in the cultural assimilation of the 
immigrant by providing for him a graduated introduction into the 
new society. The relationships expressed by the concept 
"communi ty" are a basic pattern of relationships found· 1 in man's 
social life. The emphasis in Eisenstadt and Gordon on the distinct 
24. Joseph P. Fitzpatrick,"Intermarriage of Puerto Ricans iJ 
New York City," The American Journal of Sociology,LXXI,4 (Jan 1966 
25. Joseph P. Fitzpatrick "TDe ImPortance of'CommuQity'.in 
the Process of Immigrant Absorption, The Internat10nal Migrat10n 
Review. 1. 1. (Fall 1966) •. 
social identity is another way of indicating the central role 
of the immigrant community. The author maintains that if 
people are torn away too rapidly from the traditional cultural 
framework of their lives, and thrown too quickly as strangers 
into a cultural environment which is unfamiliar, the danger of 
social disorganization is very great. They need the traditional 
social group in which they are at home, in which they find 
their psychological satisfaction and security, in order to move 
\'Ti th confidence toward interaction with the larger society. 
The immigrant community shields them from a too sudden 
exposure to a strange cultural environment and enables them to 
retain their identity on the basis of familiar relationships and 
role involvement. 
Florence Kluckhohn's study of ethnic groups in the Boston 
area discovered that those families in which emotional "illiness" 
ha~ occurred were families in which the close ties with family 
and community had broken down. In those families in which 
family and kinship ties had remained strong, there was no 
26 
emotional "illness" involved. A study of immigrants to Israel 
concluded that men cannot be of sound mental and physical health 
in the midst of widespread associational activity (gesellschaft) 
unless they find some way of perpetuating the satisfactions of 
community (gemeinschaft}.27 The author found that the primary 
26. Florence Kluckhohn, "Family Diagnosis: Variations in the 
Basic Values of Family Systems," Social Casework, 39 (March 1958), 
pp. 63-73. 
27. Abraham Weiberg, Mi2ration and Belonging, (The Hague: 
Martinus Nijhoff, 1961). 
group relationships which were found in the community of friends 
and kin were essential for the emotional stability of the 
immigrants. Eugene Litwak presents evidence that, even in 
internal migration, the extended kinship ties play an important 
role in enabling the migrating family to adjust sucoessfully to 
the new environment~8while a study of internal migration in 
Britain showed that those who had migrated continued to depend 
upon the sense of belonging to the former community for emot-
io 29 
ional support in their new habitat. 
This review of the literature pertinent to the study of the 
assimilation process can not do justice to the amount of work 
already done in this field. However, it is clear that much of 
the emphasis is placed on the psychological and emotional 
factors involved in the transition from one country or one 
community to another. This study will endeavour to throw 
further light on these factors in relation to rel~gion. 
The Setting. 
The background of this study is the emigration of Puerto 
Ricans from the island to the mainland of the United States. 
Puerto Rico is a small island, approximately one hundred 
miles long and forty miles in width. On an area of 3,435 square 
miles live 2,633,000 people. This gives a po~ulation density 
28. Eugene Litwak, "Geographic Mobility and Extended Family 
Cohesion," American Soc. Rev., 25:3 (June 1960). 
29. Michael Young and Peter Wilmot, Family and Kinship in 
East London, (Middlesex! Penquin Books, Ltd., 1957). 
per square mile of 766 people, or more than eleven times that of 
the United States. Some idea of the density of the population 
can be gained from the realization that if the United States were 
as densely populated as Puerto Rico it would contain practically tIe 
. ld l' 30 ent1re wor popu at10n. 
Puerto Rico's population has increased dramatically since 
the beginning o£ the century. In 1899 the population of the 
island was 953,243, by 1950 this had increased to 2,210,703, and 
31 in 1965 the population stood at 2,633,000. This represents an 
increase of over 175 per cent during approximately sixty-rive 
years. What makes this even more remarkable is the fact that the 
island's population growth has been offset in recent years by 
migration to the United States. 
A birth rate that was always high and a steadily declining 
mortality rate have combined to bring about this dramatic increase 
It was more than a simple agricultural economy could support. In 
the middle 1930's Puerto Rico was in a state of abject poverty. 
The depression had ruined the island's economy; there was 
practically no industrY1 most of the population was unemployed or 
employed at starvation wages1 and malnutrition, misery and 
disease were prevalent. Rexford Tugwell, governer of Puerto Rico 
during the early 1940's titled his book describing this grim 
situation The Stricken Land. 
30. The Puerto Rican Department of Health, July 15, 1965; 
United States Bureau of the Census, 1965. 
31. The Puerto Rican Department of Health, July 15, 1965. 
In 1898, as a direct result 6f the Spanish-American War, 
puerto Rico came under the rule of the United States. The 
puerto Ricans were not given United States citizenship until 
1916. There was no determined economic policy for the island. 
The economy was based practically entirely on the sugar crop 
which provided too seasonal an employment to defeat the abject 
poverty. A study of Puerto Rico's reform of the mid-twentieth 
century points out that by 1930 the island's social, economic 
and political systems were geared almost exclusively to the 
32 
production of sugar. 
In 1940 Luis Munoz Marin became the political leader of 
the island, and together with Rexford Guy Tugwell, perhaps the 
most sympathetic and capable of all the qoverners appointed by 
the United States, gegan to establish a more diversified economy 
for the island. The Munoz-Tugwell regime placed the emphasis on 
the development of industry through foreign and mainland in~ 
vestment. This brought about a ~teadily rising income in the 
island, improvements in education and housing, and increased 
health services. In 1948 Luis Munoz Marin was elected the first 
native governer of Puerto Rico and in 1952 Puerto Rico became 
a commonwealth of the United States. 
Since the early 1940's Operation "Bootstrap" have become 
two of the most frequently heard words concerning Puerto Rico. 
32. Rexford G. Tugwell, The Stricken Land: The Story of 
~uerto Rico (New York: Harper & Sons, 1947). 
-
They are used to describe the economic revival, a dramatic one, 
which began around that time. It was a concerted effort to 
promote all sectors of the economy, involving the government of 
the island and private interests. 
The migration of Puerto Rican workers to the United States 
always has been very closely linked to economic factors. The 
economic transformation of Puerto Rico brought about new jobs 
and a higher standard of living but it also destroyed many 
old jobs. Besides the effect of the Puerto Rican economy on 
the migration rate, the close relation of the migration to the 
United States national income and the job opportunities on the 
mainland also must be taken into account. The figures of the 
Puerto Rican migration to the United States· indicate this, 
especially in the net outfloW f~m the United States in 1961 
and 1963 of over 7,000 Puerto Ricans. 33 
The chief influence that this economic development has 
had on the Puerto Rican migration to the United States is that 
the migrants of the late 1950's and 1960's are better educated 
than the migrants of previous years and have a higher level of 
skill. It means that many migrants are in a much better 
position to adapt to the changes demanded by the new society. 
A second point to note is that the early migration from 
the island was almost exclusively to Hew York City. During 
33. Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, Migration Division, 
Department of Labor, A Summary of Facts and Figures (San Juan, 
1965), p. 15. 
the 1940's more than ninety per cent of the immigrants were 
settling in New York. Since 1950, as new job openings have 
created an increased demand for workers in other areas of the 
united States, the proportion of migrants settling in New York 
has declined steadily and seems to be levelling off at around 
34 
sixty per cent of the total migration. The 1960 census re-
ported Puerto-Rican-born persons living in all but one of the 
101 Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas of over 250,000 
population. As Senior remarks, if there is no serious setback 
to the American economy, further dispersion will very likely 
. 35 
cont1nue. 
The people of the island have long had a tradition of wide-
spread social intermingling and frequent intermarriage of people 
of all shades of color. Racial characteristics range from 
the completely caucasoid to the completely negroid and there is 
a complete acceptance of social intermingling of people of 
different color and social characteristics. The determination of 
a person's status in Puerto Rico according to color or race is a 
very complicated matter. The tradition of social intermingling 
and intermarriage has been very strong, particularly in the 
lower classes. In fact, the Puerto Ricans have a saying that, 
in contrast to the practice in the united States, a person's 
34. Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, Migration Division, p. 16. 
35. Clarence Senior, The Puerto Ricans: Strangers - Then 
Neighbours (Chicago: Quadrangle Books, 1961), p.aa. 
status determines what his color is. 
However, since the economic rejuvenation of the island, a 
new middle class has been growing rapidly, helped in its claims 
for higher status by education, industrial development and 
greater diversification of employment. Upward social mobility 
related to upward economic mobility has become a significant 
factor in the lives of the Puerto Ricans and complicates the role 
color plays in determintng a person's class. 
Family life in Puerto Rico has developed under three main 
influences 1 that of the native Borinquen Indians, that of the 
Spanish colonists"and that of slavery. In recent years the 
influence of the mainland has been increasingly significant in 
the life of the island. 
Family life has been influenced decidedly by Spanish 
characteristics. It bears strong resemblances to the family 
pattern of peasant Europe. The father plays the dominant role, 
the wife's role is subordinate, one of service and loyalty. 
The parents watch over the welfare of their own with a care 
which reaches the point of overprotection, extending their 
guardianship even to the extent of playing an important part in 
the selection of the marriage partner for the son or daughter. 
There is a strong respect for elders and age earns a position of 
influence which is a characteristic of a traditional family 
structure. The husband's role is that of provider and pro-
tector1 this is his duty and privilege. He makes the important 
decision and rules the family in an authoritarianma~n~r, 
disciplining the children for departure from their role -
expectation. 
Yet despite the impression of strength and togetherness 
that this family structure might impart, there are certain basic 
weaknesses in the Puerto Rican family. Its stability is based 
more on a clear understanding of roles and a readiness to per-
form the duties expected of one's position in the family rather 
than on a spirit of togetherness in the American sense. These 
role expectations also influence the extended family - the net-
work of "compadres" - godparents at Baptism, best man and 
bridesmaid at marriage - which performs the function of a 
bulwark of support and friendship in time ot hardship and trouble. 
The key to the understanding of the Puerto Rican family structure 
is contained in the term "respeto" - inadequately expressed by 
the English word respect - which consists of an understanding 
of one's obligation to the family and a willingness to carry 
them out. 
One major weakness in the Puerto Rican family is the wide 
extent of consensual marriage. According' to the 1960 census, ove~ 
25 per cent of Puerto Rican marriages were classified as common-
law marriages. These marriages have been a feature of Puerto 
Rican life despite the efforts of the Catholic Church to change 
it. The children resulting from these unions are legally 
illegitimate but are socially recognized and enjoy the rights 
of legal children. 
An even more serious defect in the Puerto Rican family is 
the element of sexual adventure on the part of the man •. 
Stemming form a double standard of sexual morality hhere is 
a widespread acceptance of concubinage and sexual adventurism, 
and sexual liberties outside of marriage are not considered a 
problem in the American sense of the word. These outside 
interests are never considered to be morally right but they are 
tolerated as human failings. They can and do cause strain 
between husband and wife and can be the occasion of conflict 
and personal violence leading to separation or abandonment. 
Yet even when this happens ahe network of family ties softens 
the blow and the relative or friend becomes the strength and 
support in time of shock. The "compadre" and "comadre" become 
a second set of parents to take over if the family is disrupted 
by death or desertion. The mothers and children rarely lack 
a home, and despite the shock of growing up in confused family 
settings, the children are neither resented nor neglected. 
Even though the culture of the island has felt many 
influences through the centureis, particularly those of Spain 
and the United States, it is still a distinctive culture. 
The cultures of the Boringuen Indians, of Spain and the United 
States blend together to form one culture. The coming of the 
Spanish brought the first decisive influence on the Indian 
culture. As a Spanish colony Puerto Rico was "Catholic" in its 
culture. Just as a man was born into an upper or lower class 
family, he likewise was born into the Catholic faith. There is 
a great deal of truth in the saying that when the Spanish came 
to a new territory they built a church and a fort. Religion 
was the basis of the cultural environment for the Spaniard. In 
every town there was a plaza dominated,by the church, signifying 
the presence of God in the community. Very often the city hall 
stood at the opposite end of the plaza, symbolizing the strong 
association between church and State. For many years Catholic-
ism and Spiritualism were the only two forms of religion. When 
the United States acquired Puerto Rico, many Protestant mission-
aries came to the land. In recent years the Protestant and 
Evangelical sects have been very active on the island, and 
estimates of the percentage of Pu~rto Ricans who are Protestants 
or belong to the various sects vary from ten per cent to twenty 
36 
per cent. Almost every town has a Protestant church and the 
Puerto Rican is familiar with Protestantism before he leaves the 
island. Spiritualism is widely practised and the spiritualists 
are everywhere on the island. These spiritualists exert great in-
fluence over the people and often the seances lead to a fervor 
which borders on religious frenzy. Despite the efforts of the 
Church to correct spiritualistic practices they are widely 
believed in, and many Puerto Ricans carry their trust in 
spiritualism with them to the mainland. 
36. Melvin Tumin and A. Feldman, Social Class and Social 
Change in Puerto Rico (Princeton: Princeton University Press,l962 ~ 
Paul Hatt, Background of Hu~an Fertility in Puerto Rico ( Prince-
ton: Princeton university Press, 1955). 
t 
In contrast to their efforts in the religious field', the 
Spaniards were not noted for fostering education in the colonies. 
In 1898 only one Puerto Rican in forty-one attended school and 
37 the illiteracy rate was more than eighty per cent. Within 
forty-two years after the united States had acquired the island, 
the population had doubled and the literacy rate had risen to 
38 
more than sixty-eight per cent. In recent years, education has 
been one of the greatest tasks of the island's government and 
its cost has been heavy. For more than thirty years English and 
Spanish alternated as the language of instruction and confusion 
resulted. Most of the migrants to New York were poorly qualified 
in skills and education and an elementary school education was 
not sufficient to get them gainful employment in New York. In 
1948 Spanish was made the language of instDuction with English 
taught from the first grade and more intensively from the 
fourth grade. 
The Puerto Rican who journeys to the mainland to work is in 
a peculiar position. He is a United States citizen and as such 
is part of the huge mobile work force which crosses county and 
state lines every year in search of better working and living 
condition. But, commonly identified as a "migrant" and corning 
from a cultural environment which is bacica11y different, he has 
acquired an unfavorable image in the eyes of his fellow citizens 
37. William C. Baggs, "Puerto Rico: Showcase of Development" 
Brittanica Book of the Year (1962), p.12 
38. Lbid, p.12. 
and is often the object of suspicion and hostility. 
The migration form Puerto Rico consists of two main groups. 
One group goes to the mainland to live and to work there per-
manently. The majority of this group goes to the cities and finds 
work in the manufacturing and service industries. The number of 
migrants in this group is especially affected by economic con-
ditions on the mainland. 
The other migrants are those who come in the spring and the 
summer to fill seasonal farm labor shortages along the Eastern 
Seaboard and in the Midwest. Since the slack season in sugar 
cane, which is a winter crop on Puerto Rico, coincides with the 
peak of the fa~m season in the United States, this arrangement 
enables farmers on the mainland to obtain much-needed~manpower 
and enables Puerto Rican agricultural workers who would other-
wise be unemployed during the summer season to find work. Some 
of these workers move to the big industrial cities and get jobs in 
the manufacturing industries. 
The migrant is not usually illiterate but he lacks facility 
in the use of English and an understanding of what lies ahead of 
him. He has no conception of the severity of a North American 
winter 7 he can become very confused at the air or sea terminal7 
he is puzzled by the hostile attitude of his fellow citizens to-
ward him because of his color7 he is in a strange land; separated 
from the familiar en.ironment which is so dear to him and in 
which he feels he is at home. 
Relevant Theoretical Considerations. 
There are few problems of contemporary life which have 
undergone more sociological investigation - and are in need of 
such investigation - than the processes of immigration and 
assimilation of immigrant groups into a new society. It is to 
clarify the subject matter of this study and to put it in the 
correct theoretical context that the writer reviews some of the 
theoretical considerations relevant to the understanding of 
such processes. 
One of the most evident facts about an immigration into a 
new society is that there are cultural differences between the 
migrant group and the new society. This has been a problem for 
the Church from its very beginning and remains a crudial question 
today in its relationship with the Puerto Rican migration which 
the writer is studing in this paper. 
Herberg, in his fascinating study of the religious influence 
39 in contemporary American life, stresses the point that when-
ever there has been large-scale immigration or "racial" 
cleavages, that the chief determinant of social location is 
likely to be some form of ethnic reference. But, for the 
American who has emerged with the third generation, the principle 
of identification is participation in the religious community. 
The religious community, used in the sense of the great divisions 
of Catholic, Protestant and Jew, is the transmuting pot which 
39. Will Herberg, Protestant, Catholic, Jew (Garden City, 
N.Y.: Doubleday & Company, 1955). 
which brings about the ethnic and cultural integration that is 
characteristic of American life. 40 
Herberg points out that it would be inaccurate to think 
that the old ethnic lines had disappeared or were no longer 
significant. But, for the third generation, the religious 
community became the primary source of self-identification and 
social location, and ethnic interests and loyalties were finding 
more expression through this new social structure. 
Applying this concept of Herberg's to the newest immigration 
that of the Puerto Ricans, one must first realize that as yet 
there is no third generation of significant size. If, as 
Herberg hypothesizes, the religious community is to be the 
primary source of self-identification and social locat~on, its 
" influence is vital in any consideration of the cultural 
assimilation of immigrant groups. If "to have a name", to be 
"somebody", to feel a sense of "belonging", is to belong to the 
religious community, then an understanding of how the religious 
community can be made meaningful to the immigrant within the 
framework of his own cultural values and within the limits of his 
perspective on life and reality is essential to a consideration 
of the relationship of the Church to different cultural groups. 
In the experience of immigaant groups in the united States 
it was the immigrant dommunity which gave the new comer security 
40. Ibid., p. 37. 
and a sense of belonging as well as a gradual introduction to 
American society. The national parish minimizes the problem 
of intercultural communication. Very often the priests and peo-
ple came from the same cultural background and the faith, to-
gether with the neighborhood community, remained the familiar and 
satisfying element which eased the transition into a strange and 
often hostilw society. The fear that these little enclaves of 
foreign culture would have a corrupting effect on American 
society proved groundless. 
Herberg remarks that at the present time the Catholic 
Church is conceived as an over-all institution representing and 
supporting the major ethnic groups - apart from Jews and Negroes 
that still suffer from discrimination. Now a priest of Irish or 
Polish stock, very much assimilated into the American way of 
life, will speak for and represent ethnics of quite different 
origin and background. This is considered to be quite natural, 
and Herberg argues that this is a result of having the ethnic 
41 
concerns represented through the religious communities. 
Intimately connected with this concept is a consideration of 
Tonnies use of Gemeinschaft and Gesellschaft as signifying two 
anti-thetical social entities, the folk culture and the 
civiliaation of the state. As tonnies reminds his readers, "the 
artificial, even forces, character of these abstractions must be 
always kept clearly in mind".42 
41. Ibid., p. 35 
42. Ferdinand Tonnies, Community and Society, trans. Charle: 
P. Loomis (New York: Harper & Row, 1963), p.22l. 
For Tonnies, Gemeinschaft exists in the language, the folkways, 
the beliefs of a~l.people J Gesellschaft in the realm of business, 
travel or the sc&ences. The particular type of sentiment proper 
to a Gemeinschaft is the special social force and sympathy which 
keeps beings together as members of a totality. This is under-
standing and is based on a direct and intimate knowledge of 
each other which leads to direct interest of one in the life of 
the other and a readiness to share in his joy and sorrow. The 
basis of this unity is first of all blood relationship, secondly 
physical proximity, and, finally, intellectual proximity. In the 
life of a Gesellschaft there is an artificial aggregate of per-
sons which resembles the Gemeinschaft in so far as the individ-
uals live together peacefullYJ but in the Gesellschaft they are 
essentially separatediin spite of all uniting factors. 
Tonnies assumes that all social relationships are created 
by human will. As social facts they exist only through the wills 
of the i.ndividuals to associate. The Gemeinschaft groups are 
based on friendship, neighborliness, and on blood relationships. 
These categories of Tonnies are logical concepts which 
assist in the description of the relevant areas of consid~&tion. 
They are ideal types ehich do not actually exist empirically in 
pure form, and no society could exist if one form or type existed 
to the exclusion of the other. As ideal types the categories 
can be used to describe both change and the differences between 
groups at anyone time. Its relevance toward immigrant groups 
in a new society makes it valuable for this study. 
r 
The folk-urban typology of Redfield and Sorokin's 
familistic and contractual relationships can be considered in 
conjunction with Tonnies concepts. Redfield formulated an 
ideal-type folk society by assigning to it a set of attributes. 
The urban society is composed of antithetical attributes. The 
folk society is an intimate, homogeneous grouping with a strong 
sense of togetherness and solidarity in which behaviour is spont-
aneous and there is a common understanding of the proper modes 
of action. The family is the unit of action and the kinship 
system is central, traditional ways of action have assumed a sac~ d 
character. 
Sorokip's familistic relationships are based on mutual love, 
understanding and sacrifice. There is a sharing of the joys and 
sorrows within an intimate group in which the participation of 
the members is all-embracing. The contractual relationship is 
specific and factual with no blending of interests on the basis 
of a mutual ~ave. The rights and duties of each party are 
established by contract and the whole unity of the group is 
based on the principles 6f self-interest and utilitarianism. 
Even with a realization of the limitations of application 
of these typologies to present-day sociological problems, the 
writer suggests that the concepts can be a starting point in 
the analysis of social change, in this context, in the analysis 
of the various problems arising from the transition from one 
(folk) society into another (urban) society. The whole con-
cept of community need clarification in its relationship to the 
~ 
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process of assimilation of migrant groups. Any group or'time 
in history may be compared with the use of these conceptual 
tools. The writer shall try to illustrate their relevance to 
the assimilation of Puerto Ricans. 
MCIver defined community on the basis of (a) a specific 
geographical areat and (b) by ascribing to it -community 
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sent1men In this -community sentiment- there is an aware-
ness of three essentials: (1) role-feeling, the understanding 
of having well-defined roles to fill in the group; and (2) 
we-feeling or a sense of -togetherness-, of belonging to the 
group; and (3) dependency-feeling, a realization of one's need 
of the community and a recognition of the benefit one Aerives 
from its solidarity. 
Park made a distinction between three different types of 
community - the biotic, the moral, and the spatial. Spatial 
corresponds to MCIvers geographical area; biotic corresponds to 
the awareness of having well-defined roles to fulfil or a type 
of functional interdependence; while moral corresponds to a 
combination of the we-feeling and dependency-feeling. Park 
was aware that these concepts could not be applied easily to 
community life in the city and that in a simple community they 
would proba&ly blend into one another. Stein points out that, 
of themselves, spatial neighborhoods may have no significant 
social meaning and true communal participation ~y exist 
43. Robert McIver and C. Page, Society, An Introductory 
Analysis (New York: Rhinehart, 1949), Cb. 1. 
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between people scattered throughout a city.44 For Stein~'at the 
basis of community life lies a "configuration of values and a 
set of institutional patterns", a definite "social identity", and 
primary group ties and primary relations. 
The question arises of how the community is linked to the 
larger society outside itself. Arensberg and Kimball posit this 
as one of the guiding norms to determinging a community - that 
there must be a certain set of relationships within the dominant 
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or ma)Or1ty soc1ety. 
Fitzpatrick's perceptive essay, already discussed by the 
writer, does much to clarify the position of the community to the 
immigrant group.46 The author contends that interaction within thE 
cultural framework produces a type of sub-system with its own 
social structures and dynamics. As a sub-system with its own 
social structures and dynamics. As a sub-system, community 
focuses around the primary institutions of family, religion and 
recreation. 
For Fitzpatric, the links of the community with the larger 
society are occupation, the education of children, and political 
action. Education is particularly important because it is the 
major socializing institution which communicates to the children 
the culture of the larger society. Political action also brings 
44. Maurice stein, The Eclipse of Community (New York: 
Harper & ROw, 1964), p. 112. 
45. Conrad Arensberg and Solon T. Kimball, Culture and 
Community (New York: Columbia University Press, 1964). 
46. Fitzpatric, "The Importance of 'CommunityL in the Pro-
cess of Immigrant Assimilation! 
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the community into immediate participation in the life of the 
larger society, and in this participation the community is en-
gaged in an action proper to the larger society as a whole. 
The author considers that the community plays a decisive 
role in the process of cultural assimilation, providing a base 
of security and satisfaction from which the immigrant cam make 
a gradual transition into the strange and very often frightening 
world which faces him. 
One of the most relevant theoretical consdderations related 
to the problem of the cultural assimilation of immigrants is 
the question of what factor or factors are important in causing 
anomie in an individual. There is considerable evidence to 
support Merton's contention that the anomie individual is to be 
found in various segments of the social structure, with persons 
in low economic positions being most obviously in a state of 
personal disorganization. Bell has found that anomie is inver-
sely relat'd to economic status and supports Merton in the 
hypothesis that wdifferential access to economic sucess goals 
combined with a generally uniform expectation for economic 
success will result in anomie among those persons with the 
47 
least opportunity to achieve such successw• Anomie is also 
related to social isolation, with those who score high on the 
isolation scale having higher average anomie scores than those 
who are not so isolated. 
47. Wendell Bell, wAnomie, Social Isolation, and the Class 
Structurew, Sociometry, (Jan. 1957), p. 114. 
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Merton has developed his thought on the relationship of 
the individual to the social structure in his classic essay, 
48 
"Social Stnucture and Anomie". He points out that in the social 
structure there are culturally defined goals held out as de-
sirable and legitimate objectives for all the members of society. 
The ways of reaching these goals are regulated by the cultural 
norms of society. In other words there are socially acceptable 
ways of reaching out for these goals of society, and there are 
taboos on socially unacceptable ways of attaining these ends. 
Merton states that an effective equilibrium in society is 
maintained as long as satisfactions accrue to those individuals 
who are conforming to both cultural constraints, that is, who 
obtain satisfaction f~om striving for the attainment of the 
legitimate goals society proposes and from adhering to the 
procedures institutionalized by society to attain them. If 
the emphasis is continually on the goal-achievement, then those wtp 
aee continually failing to achieve these goals through the 
institutionalized norms of the social structure will work to 
bring about changes in the methods set to achieve the goals. 
Because of the sacrifices usually involved in the striving for 
these goals according to the institutionalized norms, positive 
incentives for adherence to status obligation must be available 
to every position within the social stucture. Merton states: 
48. Robert K. Merton, Social TheOry and Social Structure 
(London: The Free Press of Glencoe, 1957 , pp. 131-160. 
r "It is, indeed, my central hypothesis that aberrant behavior may 
be regarded sociologically as a symptom of dissociation between 
culturally prescribed aspirations and socially structured avenues 
for realizing these aspirations. 49 
Merton points out that societies differ in the way and in 
the degree in which the folkways and institutional controls are 
effectively integrated with those goals which are regarded as 
being high in the hierarchy of values. If an over-emphasis is 
laid upon the goals of society without a corresponding emphasis 
being laid on the institutionallly prescribed ways of working 
for them, ·then the members of society are faced with the task of 
striving for the goals without any stress being laid on the 
particular means to be used. The most e:ffecti ve means of 
reaching the goal, wheuherapproved by society or not, becomes 
accepted. When this attitude become prevalent, the society or 
not, becomes accepted. When this attitude becomes prevalent, 
the social structure is unstable, and there develops a type of 
normlessness in society which Durkheim labelled -anomie-. 
The author points out that it is unlikely that cultural 
norms, once interiorized, are ever totally eliminated. Some-
thing remains which will produce personality tensions and cone 
flict with a varing degree of personal disorganization. Despite 
the person's rejection of formerly interiorized norms, there 
remains a type of emotional attachment to teem, leading to quilt 
49. Ibid., p. 134. 
r feelings, aneasiness, and a sense of abandonment. Merton re-
marks: "Symbolic adherence to the nominally repudiated values 
or rationalizations £or the rejection of these values constitute 
50 
a more subtle expression of these tensions". 
The social structure that is characteristic of American 
today is one that p~oduces a strain toward deviant behavior and 
anomie. The major goal of the dominant society dontinues to be 
economic success and its attendant social status. When the 
institutionalized means of achieving these goals are stressed 
and the emphasis is not laid entirely on the goal-achievement, 
the culturally prescribed rules regulate the choice of means. 
But where there is almost exclusive concentration on the out-
come, the regulatory structure breaks down and the choice of 
means is governed only by considerations of personal advancement 
and the fear of punishment. 
Merton enumerates five types of adaptation by individuals 
to the prescribed norms of society. Merton emphasises that to 
consider these types of conduct in several different spperes 
would introduce a complexity unmanageable within the confines 
of a general consideration of the individual in society. For 
this reason he is primarily concerned with economic activity in 
a competitive society where wealth holds a "highly Iynbolic 
cast" • 
50. Ibid., p. 136. 
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The five types of adaptation enumerated and discussed by 
Merton are: 
(1). Conformity, or acceptance of both the cultural goals 
and the institutionalized means. 
(2). Innovation, or the acceptance of the cultural goals 
together with the rejection of the institutionalized means. 
(3). Ritualism, which is the rejection of the cultural 
goals together with the rejection of the institutionalized means. 
(4). Retreatism, which rejects both the cultural goals 
and the institutionalized means. 
X5). Rebellion, which is an alienation from the reigning 
cultural goals and standards. 
It is important to remember that Merton formulated these 
categor~es as a sociological explanation of all kinds of 
deviant behavior. He undertook the formulation by creating 
theoretical combinations of human attitudes toward both goals 
and means, varying one factor at a time until he had a complete 
set of five categories. Merton's interest lay in assessing the 
consequences of the socia-cultural process for placing the 
individual under stress. 
Merton's paradigm seems to be most readily applicable to 
a social system where achievement values are prominent, because 
when the achievement goals are high institutionalized, the 
ambivalent person can easily resort to deviant behavior in 
accentuated goal-striving. In the present structure of 
American society, this is very much the case for the newly 
r 
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arrived immigrant. Where ascriptive values were institution-
alized, this outlet would be largely closed. 
Merton conceives of anomie as a breakdown in the cultural 
structure, occurring particularly when there is an acute dis-
junction between the cultural norms and goals and the socially 
structured capacities of certain segments of society to act in 
accordance with them. The social structure acts on the cultural 
values, making conforming behavior readily possible for some and 
practically impossible for others. When the cultural milieu 
calls for attitudes and behavior which the social structure pre-
cludes, there is introduced into society a strain leading toward 
normlessness. This is not the sole cause of the social con-
dition of anomie, since the social processes, involving both 
psychological and sociological concepts, which bring about 
anomie in society, are affected by a complexity of interwoven 
variables. 
Merton's theory of the lack of conguence of means and 
ends integrates the findings and theories of a number of 
research projects. Lerner5l and Handlin52 stress the vul-
nerability of the newly arrived immigrant to become a 
"marginal man R in society, caught between two conflicting 
cultures and confused ,by the demands of the new society. 
51. Max Lerner, America as a Civil!zatioq (New York: 
Simon & Schuster, 195~). 
52. Oscar Handlin, The Uprotted (New York: Grosset & 
Dunlap, 1951). 
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Middleton and Meier and Bel153 found that alienation of 
the immigrant from the dominant society is a ~esult of dis-
abling conditions in the social structure. 
When desirability of specific cultural goals is stressed 
without corresponding emphasis on the institutionalized means, 
disorganization and anomie result. Ultimately, any integration 
of the dominant society and the sub-culture is tenuous. 
Typolopy. 
This study developed out of the author's personal interest 
in the problems of assimilation for immigrant groups. He had 
a certain familiarity with the Puerto Rican community in Chicago 
and some contaots with those who were working with this com-
munity. Because of thes influences, as well as an interest in 
the Puerto Rican immigrants as the la~est immigrant group, 
he chose the Puerto Rican immigrant as the subject of his 
study. 
For purposes of facilitation the research, a community in 
Chicago was selected which had a large proportion of Puerto 
Rican residents among its population. This community was 
geographically located in a rectangular area bounded by 
Damen Avenue (2000 W.) on the east and Leavitt Street (2200 W.) 
53. Russell Middleton, "Alienation, Race and Education" 
American Soc. Rev., 28:973-977, Dorothy L. Meier and Wendell Bell, 
"Anomia and Differential Access to Achievement of Life Goals," 
American Soc. Rev., 24: 189-202. 
on the west side, by Division Street (1200 N.) on the south 
and by North Avenue on the north side. This is an old area 
on the near West side of the City of Chicago, formerly in-
habitated mainly by Polish and Lithuanian ethnic groups who have 
moved out to other areas of the city. The physical appearance of 
the area is depressing. The buildings have deteriorated rapidly, 
and little effort seems to have been made by the landlords 
to keep them in good repair. All the houses in the area have 
been converted into appartments with the object of getting just 
as many rent-paying residents as possible. 
A sample of fifty adults was selected from this area by a 
regular-interval sample with substitution (For #he purposes of 
this study, an adult is defined as a person over 21 years of 
age). In certain cases the selected household had no male living 
there and in this case the female adult was interviewed. 
The interviewing was conducted in person by the writer. 
Since his knowledge of Spanish at the outset of the study might 
have caused him to miss many of the nuances of the respondents 
replies, the writer was accompanied on all the interviews by a 
leader in the local Puerto Rican community. This had two 
oCher advantages which contributed greatly to the insights of 
this study: (1) the writer was able to consult with his 
companion regarding any ph~ases or attitudes which seemed 
significant during the interview 1 and (2) the barrier of 
suspicion and fear of a stranger, especially one with papers, 
which often is present in such a community, was broken down by 
the introduction of a friend. As the writer is a priest, in 
order to prevent the danger of bias he interviewed in law clothes, 
being introduced as a student from Loyola University doing a 
study for the benefit of the community. The replies of the 
respondents under these circumstances seemed to the writer to be 
spontaneous and genuine. The second half of the sample was 
drawn by a systematic random sample from a Spanish-American 
Catholic Action Group called the 'Hermanos de la Familia de 
Dios' - 'The Brothers of the Family of God'. As this group 
contained som few Mexicans and Spanish-Americans of other 
countries substitution was necessary in some cases. This group 
was selected because of their orientation, goals, and spiritual 
formation. 
This group was formed in 1959 to work with members of the 
Spanish-American community in Chicago and to mold them by religiou~ 
formation so that they would be able to help the members of their 
community by giving them a better understanding of their reli-
gion and an awareness of the importance to society of the Christia~ 
way of life. As the members of this group undergo a spiritual 
training and formation for a period of approximately fonn years, 
their understanding of their religion and its relevance io 
society is highly developed. This group was selected on the 
basis of their commitment to religion to act as a comparative 
group with the sample selected from the general population. 
The purpose of this comparison was to see to what extent, if any, 
this religious formation and commitment to religion helped the 
Puerto Rican in the assimilation process. 
The interview schedule was constructed in English and then 
translated into Spanish. The writer attempted to convey the 
precise meaning to idiomatic Spanish terms and had the trans-
lation checked by a sociologist who speaks Spanish fluently. 
The interviews took place at the respondent's place of residence 
and the same interview schedule was used for both groups. After 
the respondent had answered the questions on the schedule, the 
writer sought his opinions on life in the United States and his 
general attitude toward the subject matter of the study. 
The interview schedule was constructed around two major 
scales. The first of these was Vernon's Church Orthodoxy 
54 
Scale. This is a unidimensional scale using the Guttman 
Scalogram Technique. Vernon, taking religion as a social inst-
itution, constructed the scale to measure religious orthodoxy, or 
the degree to which a culturally established institution is 
effective in channeling the behavior of individuals. With ref-
erence to religion, an individual is orthodox to the extent that 
the institutional norms find expression in his behavior. The 
scale was eonstructed to measure both overt behavior such as 
attendance at church services and covert behavior such as ac-
ceptance of church teachings. Vernon also suggests that 
54. Glenn M. Vernon, "An Inquiry into the Scalability of 
Church Orthodoxy", Socialogy and Social Research, (June 1955). 
pp. 324-327. 
individuals are found along a continuum of orthodoxy in 
consequence of certain personal background factors. 
The items in this scale were found to have a coefficient 
of reproducibility of 0.89. The writer substituted some 
practices of the Roman Catholic Church for those of the Church 
of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints, but made no basic changes 
in the construction of the scale. For scaling purposes five 
alternative choices were given for each item, ranging from 
"Strongly Agree" to "Strongly Disagree". The alternative 
choices were scored from four to zero and an individual's score 
was totalled over the ten items of the scale. 
The second scale used was that constructed by Srole to 
measure anomia. This was constructed to measure social dys-
function or disorganization and consists of five items. In part, 
the scale incorporates items referring to the individual per-
ception of his social environment; in part, to his perception 
of his own place within that environment. The five items com-
prising this scale refer to (l~ the perception that community 
leaders are indifferent to one's welfare and needs, (2) the 
perception that the social order is essentially fickle, leaving 
the individual no opportunity to plan his life ahead with any 
degree of sucess; (3) the individual's perception that he and 
others in the same position are receding from their life-goals 
rather than realizing them; (4) the measurement.:" of a person's 
loss of the internalized societal values and norms culminating in 
a sense of frustration at the futility of life it.elf; (5) 
the conviction that there is no supportive value or stability 
in immediate personal friendships and relationships. The 
coefficient of reproducibility of this scale is ).90, and its 
coefficient of scalability is ).65, thus giving valadity to its 
acceptance as a unidimensional scale. The scale scores ranged 
from four to zero for each alternative choice, giving a possible 
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low of zero and a possible high of twenty. 
Hollingshead • s Two-Factor;" Index of Social Position was 
56 
used to detemmine social status. In this scale the factors of 
occupation and education are combined by weighting the indiv-
idual scores obtained form the scale positions. The weight for 
occupation is seven and the weighting for education is four. 
To obtain the social class of an individual as determined by this 
scale, the scale value for occupation is multiplied by its factor 
weight and the seale value for education is multiplied by its 
factor weight. The possible range of scores on a continuum is fr 
a low of eleven to a high of seventy seven. 
Besides these scales a number of questions were constructed 
to measure the cultural integration of the immigrant, his 
attitude toward the priest, his attitude toward church organi-
zations, and finally, his attitude toward government and 
55. Leo Srole, "Social Integration and Certain Corollaries", 
American Soc. Rev., 21, (1956), pp. 709-716. 
56. August B. Hollingshead, The Two-Factor Index of Social 
Position (New Haven, Connecticut: Yale university Press, 1957). 
community organizations. These questions were designed'so that 
they incorporated the following controls: 
1. Age 
2. Religious affiliation. 
3. Marital status. 
4. Area of origin in Puerto Rico 
S. Length of time in the United States/ 
6. Experience in other cities before Chicago. 
7. Contacts with the Catholic priest in Chicago. 
8. Influence of relatives already residing in America. 
The data obtained from the interview schedules were com-
puted, analyzed and interpreted. The relationshipswhich were 
hypothesized were tested for statistical significance by the use 
of the Chi-square eX2) test. The Chi-square tests essentially 
whether the observed frequencies in a distribution differ 
significantly from the frequencies which might be expected 
according to some assumed hypothesis. Corresponding to each 
frequency predicted by the hypothesis there will be an observed 
frequency. When Chi-square is calculated, the question is 
whether the calculated value of Chi-square is sufficiently great 
to reject a "null hypothesis" that the observed discrepancy 
between the frequencies could have arisen by chance. The 
confidence level chosen by the author for the Chi-square test 
was the five per cent level. On occasion the Chi-square test es-
tablished a relationship at a higher level of confidence. 
Wherever necessary, the use of Yates' Correction was applied to 
the Chi-square test. on occasion two categories had to be 
combined in order to subject the results to a Chi-square test. 
Empirical Questions and Hypotheses: 
The study wishes to examine to what extent cultural shock 
and cultural differences affect the Puerto Rican Catholic 
immigrants in their acceptance of the role of the priest in an 
urban metmopolitan area of America. To do this it examines three 
empirical question: 
1. Is the state of anomia which is known to affect the 
Puerto Rican migrant in the transition from Puerto 
Rico to an urban metropolitan area of American mani-
fested in his relationships with the Catholic priest? 
2. Are those Puerto Rican immigrants who fall to adjust to 
the role of the Catholic priest in an urban metropol-
itan area of America affected more by social tension 
and conflict and mo~prone to fall into a state of 
anomia? 
3. Does the conflict aroused in the Puerto Rican immigrant 
by his failu~e to adjust to the role of the Catholic 
priest in an urban metropolitan area of America impede 
the assimilation of the immigrant into American society? 
These4empirical questions and a review of the literature lead to 
the following hypotheses: 
1. The cultural shock which is involved in the transition 
from Puerto Rico to an urban metropolitan area of 
America for the Puerto Rican immigrant is a significant 
factor in his failure to adjust to the role of the 
Catholic priest in an urban metropolitan area of America 
2. The failure to adjust to the role of the Catholic priest 
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in an urban metropolitan area of America is a contributing 
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Puerto Rican immigrant and leads towards anomia. 
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"3. The conflict aroused in the Puerto Rican immigrant by 
his failure to adjust to the role of the priest in an urban 
metropolitan area of America impedes his assimilation into 
American soeiety. 
These questions will be examined by comparison between the two 
groups differentiated on the basis of their commitment to re-
1igion. Additional attempts will be made to find some indications 
of how theseatti tudes might be affected by social status and 
other controlled variables. 
Summary. 
In this chapter the author has presented a statement of the 
problem of the Puerto Rican immigrant who is t~ing to assimilate 
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into American soeiety. The literature on this subject is extensive, 
and seemS tOOoncehtrate chiefly on the problems of adaptation I 
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caused by cultural and socio-psycho1ogica1 differences. The 
Puerto Ricans, although American citizens, come from a different 
cultural background and find the culture of the mainland alien to 
them. This study is set in ghe <Jenera1 context of the social con-
di tion of anomie as fontlUlated by Robert K. Mertaft and the study., 
will try to apply this general theory to the specific problem I 
The information on the problem was obtained I under consideration. 
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METHOD AND TECHNIQUES 
Operational Detini tions. 
There are a n1lJllber of teras which the writer 'Will use in this stud7 
which he would like to operationalize at this stage • 
... definitions ot tems haTe alread7 been .ade and the writer has 
claritied some teras as he intends to use them in Chapter 1. A. the 
expression "ethnic group" and that ot "minorit7 group" occur trequent17 
throughout the stud7, the writer would like to define these tems. He accepts 
the detini tion of etbJdc groups as given by Rose: 
~··A'l'Oups whose m_bersllhare a u.niRUe social and cultural 
heri tale passed on from one generation to the next are known as 
ethDic groups. Ethnic group. are .frequently identified by d1s-
.tinctive pattems ot tudly lite, lanpage, recreation, religion, 
&JI.d other eustoms which cause th_ to be difterentiated tl"om others. 
A~ve all else, members of such groups teel a sense ot identit7 and 
aa 'iDter4epencltm;, ot tate' wiiih 'tbe.e who share the nno..s ot the 
ethnic tradition. 
A minority, on the other hanel, i. defined as: 
" '. 
A group ot people, who, b7 virtue ot being identitled as 
suring descent withiD a partd.cul.ar nationalit7, as sharing 
partieular religious belief's or practices 01' as sharing certain 
hereditary physical traits, are .illlied ou:t troa the other-"ra 
ot societ7 and subjected to -n.riOl1S diaabWties in the t~ of 
pre3ttdice, discrilliDatioD or pereecution. 
A.s used b7 "ciologists, the tel'll minority does Dot neeessari17 have 
8.D7 mDUrlcal connotation. Desp~te 1'. literal meanilll a 1Iiarit7 is Dot 
fTPeter IilRe' .. , %hilT 1M" Batial aM JtirQ.. "le\1opI in th' 
URi$ed State. (New York: RandOJll House, 19(4), p. 11. 
58J. W. Vanser Zanden, .orlean If,inoritl Groups (Hew York: The 
Ronald Press, 1963), ,. 21. 
a statistical catego17. 
Since the writer shall also be referriDg eonstant17 to the concept of 
cOJ8lWdty Ite should like to detine it in the te:nu set out by Baitl"C)JlJ 
A ec.murl. ty is a group of indi Udua:Ls'8.DlOJlg whom tAe" i •• 
spirit of solidaci:t7, ,..t who liTe in a more or less determined 
geographical area lddeh i. ,.t wiele enough wallow its dwe11e1'8 
to 8&tis1'T their basic needs within its boundaries, and where 
those dwellers are 80 related betwe. thea and ,... region th.,-
iubabi t, that anything bappeDiDl to the region or group affects 
tH illCiiT.lC!lual. In this s.a. tile .-.unit7 is not. a w\ but 
a nUilber of units which integrate it. 59 
One of ttle te1'll8 which· ia .sie to this st.,. ia the cODeep\ of 
anOMie. As iBitiall7 c1eft1oped b7 Duidae1.m, 1iQe eoDcept of 1.I10000e ret.riIW 
to a eondiUtft·., relati" ~es .. e •• in a .. eiet7 or grollp. "". "a. a 
breakdown of the lIlOl'&l noru that lim. t desires 8.JlcI a apira\1 ...... , \lukheim. 
tended to alsoeiate this bredMa v1t1a ratlae.,apee1al .. c ..... ,,et 1'01." 
tift.stances. 'or Durkheill, the concept referrecl to a so.ial eonditioll 
affectiBg the .. aial etructllre, aot to & propert7 ~f the indiuduals liT,lng 
ill that st"o1;ure. Bat tais l.1Idted .. tilit7 of tke concept haa ba. 
extended aacI di Teraitied bT aoeiolocists to refer to a ooncli tioD of iD.di T.1d-
ual.a rath.r than tJaeir eaT.lromaent. Ifae1Ter tcn.'IIulated a pa,.olog1oal 
aonception of anomie ae "t"e etat. •• ,.," of one who has been pUled up b7 
hi. aoral roots, who no longer has &l'lY senee of eontiauit7, of tolk, or 
obligation." Aad again as "the break40wn of tae iD4iv1.¢uJ.'. aen.eor 
attaehllent to 8Ociet1". 60 It can be SMll that M,._y.,r' s approa~ is 
~ Ambal Buitron, "Sharing in the Life of the COBllUl1ity" Coaferace 
37 in 'I). ~pml Ipt'lrat.ipp ot I-aMt.', eel. W. D. Bem..(Par.ta. 
Ulleseo, 1959 • 
JI) IOb.rt R. MaeIftr, !h ..... rt;. I ... ·". (Hew York: 'the 'lla-s.llan 
Co., 19"), pp. 84..-92. 
pSJehological beeause for hiJa an~e i. a etate of !Iiai, not or 800in7. 
Thie is true even though the state or Jlind -7 reT_I soo1&1 to_sions. 
Thi. pqehological ooncept or &DODde rerers to identifiable "state. ot._ 
ot concrete incIiT.l.dul.. • ... rthel. ••• , this ps7&hologieal o.o_ept is a 
oounterpart ot the eo ... logioal oonc.pt, not a aubat1tute tor it. Lasswell 
alao interprets the conoept aa referring to nthe laok or idatit1cation on 
the pan ot the priar.r elO ot the indiYi4uJ. with a t aelt· that inel.es 
other.. In a word, aHem un appeared to be nttering troa PSJ'Chie 
61 i80lation. He telt alone, cut err, unlond, uwanted., lDlftluecl". 
The 8Oeiolog1eal concept of anomie presupposes that the .nirotaeBt 
ot the indi ndul can be thought et a. including the.eial struture, •• 
the one hand, &1Id tile nlttmal stract.N," ttle ether.' .e c\Uwral struo-
ture ia the set ot behanoml IlCnas aocepted b7 the Mahere or the aoeiety, 
while the social8tntetu ... 1e the aet .t organised social relationship. b7 
which the asbere ot the societ7 interaotJ Anomie, then, ean be concei'Vecl 
as a br-.own in the cultural etructure, oceurring when tIlere is aRte 
disj1mction betwe_ the nl ....... l norma and the' ability 01' the _.bera to 
act in accordance with the noms. Par purjeses· or 8.D&l.ya18, no utter how 
intt.te17 the social. etructure &JMl the cultural structure are related, the 
two must be kept separate until th..,. are brought tog.ther again. Wh.. the 
aultural aNi social stractures are _lint.grated, there i. a .train in 
sociew tOwa.N the breakdown ot the rutural nol'ms, leadil1l to noraleseesB. 
111 this stltd.y the writer will be referring to the coneept of ans.e 
.64iarold Lasswell, liThe Threat to PriftcT', in Robert M. MacI'V.r 
( eel. ). in' qt 0,( len.W,. (Hew YOrk: Harp.. Bros., 1952). 
a8 it. represents the cont_perary condition .it iD, ,1m,iJ.i,sJ.,l whieR is 
nriou81l' referred to as social d:J"8ttmction or diaorganization, Jlorml,es •• ss 
or alienation !rom soeiet7. Thi, inclines toward the con.ept of dywtunction 
and of JUlintegration ot tl:ae in4iv1dual in the molar sooial s7st-. '!'bie 
:l;.s a state ot mind of the individul, ha'rtng its origin in a complex 
interaction ot 800ial and persenalit7 factors. To express this concept, the 
writer wishes to adopt tbe tem used by 81"01e, that ot "anomia". 62 
ADomia reters to this psycholosioal atate ot the i~ Y.1.dual, in elistinction 
to anomie, which is the state ot social disorPnization ot the cermmmit7 or 
society in which the iDdi vidual reside8. This meana t1a t an~mia is a 
conditioll ot the individual which :l;.s dependeat Oil both8ociologieal aJUt 
Pll7"holocical proce,ses. Robin Willi .. 8e_s to disagree with tAia 
concept ot anomie. He uintaills that "&Ramie as a Bocial condition has to 
< • 
be det1ned iDd,ependentl1' ot the ,.,..hologieal states thought to accoapall1' 
norsIesaness and no~tiTe conflict".63 
There is one other concept which the writer ~ul.d like to operaUoa-
alize at this stage ot the study. Th18 is the concept ot QUlt.ral &s&\Jl1la-
tion which has alrea¢T been discussed at conaiderable length in Chapter 1. 
rrequentl1' the concept, ot "asaimilatio~" and "acculturation" IU·. oonfused, 
and. at other ttaes they are used interch&nlea.bl1'. As ,.enUoned already, 
the tera "a8similation" has retaj,ned JI.'tl,qh ot its physiological analog. 
Thie .... log breaks down '!hen it iB conceived liS a situai;ion ot cOllPlete 
conformity - at all soc1a+ anq. cultural levels - with the 8Ocie~y of tbe 
receiving area. This concept does not admit ot interchange or appreciable 
influence by the tm.igrant on the non-im*igrant culture. 
A distinction should be made between ass~lation ot the individual 
, . ; " 
and ot tRe group_ 'I'he tormer naT becODle 'inYisible' in all eorts of social 
contexts (work sit_tion, chlircA, cv.l.t",ral assoei.ation) but still retain 
eon ... with a group (ethnic cab, language society) which -1' be 'Yisible 
a. a group. A.ction and iateraction are iDYolTed here, but generall;r illth. 
sen.e .f'Yiaibility' group a.aiJlilation -7 be a Dlch longer proce.s thu 
illdi viclll&l a.aildlation. 
Regardle •• ot what tem i. \tsed, the,. all refer to a proce.s of 
economic, 80cial and cultural adjustaent in a new social and cultural 
environment. As this writer beli..,.s that tJilis proce •• i •• _etM. tIIat 
take. I .. eratiOll. rather than ,....r., he would like to Bid.. witAtIIl08e-wll_ 
teel that aa.lill:ilatioa, especially tor the tirst generation .oulA aiaat 
aeMenng unifolW1t7 where thi. 11 telt to be necessa1'7 in the interest. ot 
the receinng society and cultural plurall._ where this is eseatial to the 
welfare of the immigrant. This new concept of oontol"lllity wilt-hin a tra.mework 
or eulttral plurali_ can best be expreesed by the tem eul,1;ural iB1i."..r.igp. 
ru. takes cognisance of the UD7' glfts and riche. broupt to the new society 
~ the iDIIigrant group ud also iftdi't'idually by the immigrant and 1 t rest. 
on an awareness ot the i.mpertance of cultural differentiation within a 
framework of eM1al1lllity. The writer would deti.e this as: 4 d.yna.s.. 
process in which '''re 1. a stul interchange of ft.lues, beU ... l'ud noma 
by tM Uid.p ........... the ~ .ociety; an interchange ,mlbh i .... 
on the basis of understanding, tolerance and accommodation and which bas as 
it. goal a cultural amalgam whichuhitee the di.tinctiye contrlbutions ot 
both cultures. 
PORPlatiop ot the S1;udy. 
'I'he population of the study were'the Puerto Rican Catholic' u.igrants 
to the eity of Chicago. The sample was drawn trom one community of the 
gmeral population Sftd trom a Catholic Action group described as the aHeNbos 
d. la Familia de Dios". They .ere people who had li Ted in Chicago tor periods 
ftr,ring from on. y.ar to twenty 1M" and had tried to adopt to lite wi thill 
the tramfJWC)ric ot American eociety. Generally, the linng conditions were pof)!' 
wh. judled 'by the standardll ot Aaemeo 11 nne, but poTerty ill Ul old and 
taailiar thing to most ot the Puerto Ricans. 
The Rellearch InGraent. 
The int.Miew schedule was constn.cted atter a series ot dill_ssiOl'1. 
with people who had worked nth the Plaerto Ricans tor ,...rs and with a ... ber 
of different Puerto Ricans. The writer also had the assistance ot OIle ot t.he 
leaders ot the eOJllB.ni ty in eonstl"tletiDl the s.hed11le. 'His ad'Yice and the 
long di.nssiona which the wr! ter had with hill were partieularly w.luable a. 
th-.r ensared the rele~ce ot the~estions to determine the IlUbject~tter 
of the study. As the writer did all the intemews peraonall:r, and. as he had 
a fiuent Spanish apeaker witll hill in all cases, he was able to eet -1\7 
&dditioD&l sidelights on the •• stio.s at hand. 
As this stw17 is but an explorator;r and eomparatiTe one, its tid1qs 
can only be regarded as gaidelines tor future, more specitlc research, aM 
perhaps as ineenti'les "to action. The author feels justified in stating that 
this was the first study to toells on this particular aspect ot the relation 
ot religion to the an1a1lation ot the immigr&llt. He is aware that the aize 
ot the s&IIple and his arbitral'1' ehoice ot one cOllDUnity in Chicago to represent 
the P1terto Rican u.igrants aust cloud any findings with a certain degree ot 
tncerta1nty. It i8 his hope that :r.tllre stltdies will concentrate on Teri1)illl 
or examinin,; his findings anew. 
EYen though a good rapport was established on all Mcasions lnlt one 
in the hOJl.e of the respondent, there were certain distracting intluences. 
The uin one of these was the presence of the wife and f8ll117 who tried k 
"help· the respolld_t. in giT.i.D& his opinions. other, more llinor on.s, "ere 
the compet.ition or the tel.'Yinon set and tie seemin&l7 ad.less 'Yisitora. 
Sse,". 
In this chapter the writer h.as operationalised the tems h. uses 
throughout. the ft1Id7. H. has discussed at so .. length the eOllcept of anai., 
both as it refers to the indi'Yidual and. to the lIOeietT in which the indi'Yidual 
liYes. rna this dilcu8sion u.s resulted the adoption of the concept of 
"anomia" as detined 'bT 8ro1e. The writer then considered the popalation of 
the studT, the interview schedule used in the researca, anel, tinal17, ... 
limitations of this type of study. 
CHAPTER :3 
Dep.noPililinc "POSlQUIn'" otUrban, TMhno19A'&l. Society .. 
A. the writer stated in chapter 2,., the quest for eeonomi •. nabil1t7 
was the factor which dro"le the u.jorit7 of Puerto Rican imadgrants to coat 
to the United States. Aft.r the Seoond World War, an increased d_nd for 
lIAnpower coincided wi tb the .stabl1ahJaent of a n.., form. of transportation -
a cheap and re~lJLr air sem..e betweea San Juan and lew York. Now, for a. 
11 ttle as tifty dollars and b7 a far le •• tir1n« joumey, the 1mIIIigrant could 
lI&ke his Way to the opportunities of the _inland lid. tlrl.a a ftIW houre. 
Sine. the air and sea t.l'IIin1 were in New York, this Il.tropolitan area 
beed. the initial point ot reeeption for the neV inlmigrat10n and the great 
(If majority of immigrants remained in the metropolitan area. But, '8pee1aU7 
sine. 1950, a DlOre di"lersit1ed settle.nt of the immigrants has coa. about 
principally because of the widespre84lallor shortage, within any parts of 
the United States. Between, 1950 ancl 1960 t,;tle Pu.rf;o R1~n population outride 
f;, \' , <. 
Hew York Metropolitan ANa itselt ••• ncreased by 404 per cent, while that 
in the M.tl'Opoli tan Area itself ro •• b7 ·150 per cent. 64 
An examination to the following table will show the reader how the 
Puert.o Riqan population ot the United States has rieen since the 'bea:iJud.B& 
if the c.ntury. 
»Clarenc. Senior, %h' rueng liMP': StADC.n - %ben Nti pbon 
(Chicago: Quadrangl. Books, 1961), pp. 87-88. 
TABLE 1 
" 
THE PUERTO RICAN POPUlATION OF THE COHTINDTAL U.S. 
Dat. To\al p. R~ Birth p. It. Parentage 
April 1, 1960 '$55,724 596,280 259,444 
April 1, 1950 301, 375 226,110 75,265 
April 1, 1940 D.a. 69,967 n.a. 
A.pri1 1, 1930 n.a. 52,774 n.a. 
'_l~, 1920 Iba. U.Sll a.a. 
April 15,1910 n.a. 1,513 Il.a. 
" 
Sovc.,r.erto R1cu Depan.nt of lAkr, At a.n-z:r 
ip,' Fa,t, aM aDI"I, 1964-65, p. 16. .' 
It will be .e. rr- the t.ab1e that the n~er of Puerto ~can. linn, 
ill the Continental United States was 1Ii"'_1 at 1; •• begiDning of the •• tll17. 
Ev.n thollgh 220,000 cau into tb. cOlUltl7 b.tween 1910 and 1950, ~e 
dl"&Uti,c inorea.. ..curl'8d bet..,e. 19 SO and 1960 with a, percent.a!. I1.., oL 
170 perCeDt. 
TAB~ 2 
\'HE PUEm'O RICAN POPUlATION OF NEW YOH{ CITY 
.... 
Dat. Total p .1.Iij.1th P.R. Parentage , 
April 1, 1960 612,574 429,710 182,864 
Apri1l, 1950 245,880 1.87,~ 56,460 
April 1, 1940 n.a. 61,46~ n.a. 
April 1, 1930 D.a. 44,918 n·.a. 
Jan. 1, 1920 n.a. 7,~l64 I:lJa,ia. 
April 15,1910 n.a. 554 n.a. 
Source: A Spwtrr ;1; Facta and Plpn" p. 17. 
-~-
This table show. that. of t.he Puerto B1can populat.ion ot the United 
States, OTer seTenty per eeat still 11 Te in -. York Oi ty. The n_ber ot 
Puerto Riean-MI'II resident. ot Jew York has .ore than doubled it.e1t "'Villi 
the decade from 1950 to 1960, Dut its pereenta!e of the Puerto Riean-bol'll 
residents of the Unit.ed States has dropped rr- 82.7 per cent in 1950 to 72 
per cent. in 1960. Since the trend toward a wider dispersion of u.igrantll 
bas taken plaoe -inl7 durinl tile 11fte .. years, the Puerto aicall populations 
of the .etrol*litan areas outside lew York are relatiTe17 \_11. The 1960 
ceas.. reported. that there were 25,416 persons of Pu.erto Rico ldrth ill Chica 
while alaost _other 10,000 weN of P1lerto RiC&Jl Pal'Wlta,e. The recency of 
t.his t1i spersi .. ha s Jaad two II&jer etfeets: (1) .e t.igrant has had De 
brid!ellead or est,a.l.,liahed cOJllaUDity il1to whieh be eould be reeeiTed 011 arr.hal; 
and (2) the reeei'f'1nl population had no experi .. ee ot linng with Paerto 
RiC&Jl. or the, OPport1lD1.t7 to ashie" lDlder.taBd1'D! .t the Pu.erto Riean 
~Irant. Ve1"7 ott_ there i. a ... picion and a tear of ea.petitiol'l on the 
part ot other low-incerae groups. 
The cities of the United Stat.s, inel1i1dinl Chicap, to _ieh thes. 
PlIerto Rican ~grants ban be. comng, haTe relied tor Jl&ny years on "th 
intemallligration and ~gratiol'l f1"Oll abroad tor their growth. In recent 
years a sultstantia1 proportion ot the citie.' popW.ations has _YetI to the 
subvlts aM the baediate enYirons with a resulting deeline in the pop1ll..ation 
of the city being aceompanied by a substantial increase in the population ot 
the Standard Metropolitarl Statistical Area. Concurrently wi tA th. JRo .... ent 
ot population there is the tact that the phJ8ieal plant ot the e:l t7 has 
deteriorated and industrial e_plexes and housing show sips ot wear anel tear. 
This deterioration otten haa the untort1U1&te etf.st of causing displae __ t 
and relocation ot the .,st recent immigrants, the Puerto Ricans. U,rban 
renewal and recle ... eloplllent otten do not benetit those who had been liT.illl 
in the area prior to rede'YelolBent and cause those who are not accust __ to 
the demolition and rebuilding Which ha. changed. the city tor a hundr.d ,..an 
to 811epeat the hand ot diSCrimination and prejudice .81ng wielded aga1net 
them. 
Persona1 May ot Anomia or \hI lwi.ravJi.. 
As already mentioned in Chapter~, the Puerto Rican iJamigrant who 
CODle. to a large city in the United. State. tincts hillselt in a totally ditter-
tat ennroraent to that to wbietr he was accustomed in Puerto RiGo. For th_ 
it in~lves the uprooting ot their li ... es trom the enTironaent Which they 
kn_ and understand and the, .ttort to adapt to a new Sulture where they are 
a minority aaong a people ladlcinl at tilles in understanding and very otten 
hostile. They leave behing their particular tora ot t'aJlily organization, 
their own typ. ot social relationships, their specitic customs, their tood 
habits. And it is important to remember that these bonds are deeply roo\ed 
subtleties; very often it is only when the imaigrant changes to a new 
enviro1'lllent that he realizes that something very important in his life has 
been lost. For the children, theirs is the generation ot acculturation. The 
past is to be torgotten and the future lies ahead; they find themselves tom 
between the customs and values ot their parents and the society into which 
they seek admission. 
The Puerto Rican culture s"tcr,esses the dominance of males in most 
social activity, in paternal authority and in patriarchal authority. The 
obligation ot the rather to provide tor nis :ra.mili is a routine matter ot 
honor and prestige. But urban lite in America challenges such Talues. The 
increased emphasis on work 1"or women, who sometimes eam 1Il0re than .their 
husbands, reduces the prestige of the providing rele of the husband. Thill 
weakening of the male role within the :f8m11y haa meant higher rates ot 
desertion and caused much internal strife within families. A study done in 
New York co_ents: 
In any culture, the intrap."mie status depends, in part, 
on family stability, on continuous structural settings for that 
stahili ty, ftdc'ClpC)innltitJ.1It.11la.ini capable of supporting, in 
realistic fashion, both family and structural setting. 'the 
family thus becomes an interdependentSlta],l group organization. 
It fUnctions, for better or worse, as the major recognizable unit 
of a larger social syst.em. It transmits, in more or less 
coherem:. pattf'"Tr-S, those meanings and Talues of a culture which 
find support or lIleet rebuffs in the realities of a IIOcial world. 
In the family of Puerto Rican and Spanish-oriented cultures generally, 
they are sanctioned as P1 rt of a pattem of total masculine con-
trol or dominance. But these patterns are open to change and 
haTe changed With the JIlOT_ents of rural populatiotas to industri-
alized centers like San Juan and New York Cit7. 
Whil.~.r role expe.tation ... y consistently demand • 
htAer's eoo I contributions to enhanoe his total cultural 
prestige and ho 01', the chaU_ge ot this general pattern is 
holl_ and .eard.~l.elJ. if the eoonomie position of the male 
changes to tlle extent it has in P.erto Rican f'amilies. Instead, 
the father, ideally representing the weight of' authority within 
the hOJll&, sees his eeonomie role dimiDiah, and with it his importance 
and real aut.lerity. Thus, the economic pressures at the bottom of 
the soeial scale in CD nt_perary Puert.o Mco are much like those 
intensified in the New York scene itself'. Males undergo a general 
downgrading in jobs available and the mrriages become as 
evanescent as their dominance role. There i8 no barrier in a 
weakened Catholic religious system to formal separation or simple 
desertion. Both occur increasingly. As families hear the unt1mate 
of poverty, migration and cultural dislocation, . ,., their COJIlponent 
members may break under the st~~ of rapidly changing or 
burdensome family organization. 
Spec1 fj G Ba.skrronnd. 
The members of the sample studied by the writer were all born in 
Puerto Rico. This came ae no lIurprise in view of' what has been said 
~rrtn Opler, "Dilemmas of' Two Puerto Rican Men", Clinic"l 
Studies in Culture Conflict, ed. G. Steward, (New York: Ronald iress, 
1958), pp. 223-244. 
already concerning the recency of dispersion of Puerto Rican immigrants 
to other metropolitan areas outside New York City. 
In the ~ple taken from the general population nine of the respondents 
were female and forty-one male. Because the sample drawn from the comparatiye 
group of He:nnanos was an all _Ie group, no statistical analysis was possible 
on the basis of the variable of difference of sex. 
When the WTiter examined the age of the respondents, his findings 
confirmed a fact that is already well established, that the average age of 
the Puerto Rican population is less than that of the general population of 
the United States.66 
Milple 
General 
Ijerganos 
IPt;&l i. 
TABLE , 
DISTRIBUTION OF THE GENEhAL AND HERMaNOS 
SAMPLES· ACCORDING TO AGE 
2l-30yrs. 31-40 41-50 51-60 
h 6 19 23 2 
24 19 6 1 
4J(%) ~2'" 12(S> 3'%) 
Sample is,ze: 100. 
The table shows that a verr larp proportion of the samples (85 
per cent) was. under forty years of age. Since all the respondents were bom 
in Puert;o Rico, this table renects the fact that their experience of life 
on the mainland is comparatively short. 
66The tJrd ted.ftate. Cab •• f 1960 shewed the ayerage age et the 
Puerto Rican population to be 27 ."9"'1"8_ 
67 
:fte study ot Poblete aM O'Dea St.NSS. \bat. till u.igrants ot earlier 
cent.llnes Clll.t.red in • .-unitie. wIlere adapt.ioJ'l was •• ed ..". ta.pre_Pft .... 
tion ot iaportaJ'lt. ele.ent • • t the older culture. Ibe ~grant coanmit.;r 
pept~.rmed a 'f'1ta1 role in llin1:M1ziDg the worst ette.t. ot ... ia1 and j).r.ona1 
d.isorganization iJ'l tae transit.io_l period ot the acev.1tur&tiOft proces •• 
I. cMl'taaporal7 1taer;1oa it. is 'YeFT ditfieult to tona a c.-un1t;r otR.any 
appreciable size on a .. graphi_l _si. '-... u.e ot the dilJp.rsion ot Pllblic 
hOliSillg and the .... tant 1Irba. renewal aad red.yelopn_t ot the oi ty. 
n.tzpatr.:t.ck cOllfiras the ben.tieial ett.ct ot the i:mIIdgrant eeaDllUJd ty and 
counter. the eha!"!e that it i.apeded the ae8iDd.lation proe ••• with th. 
]; a bt"'~ 
as •• rtion t.hat the eOJa1Ddt,. proTld. .... 80lli base .t .ecurity froa which 
the immigrant eoUd uk. hi. t.S.rat 'Yen.tur •• 1ntothe untudl1ar dOlliN.n.t 
society_ 
I study ot reeent Iligrat,l011 te ladeago us shOWll that difterent t7PC. 
ot lligrants tend to have in e~11 ,certaiJl social characteristics, iJlcludb& 
68 ~ 
a tenflene7 tor c.ncentration v1tld:a diatiDeti'ft areas. TIle autaor cl!s-
tiRgtdahes bet.we_ lIO'bility anclllligrati.., d.t1!d.nga.obilit,. 111 teras ot 
changesBiR a:perieace &ad. social si\_tion. liM. lIl,rants han 1R c~ 
the exp.ri ... • t _Ida. a traaai t.1.. ·troa tuJiliap· to an UIltadl1ar 
enYit'Olaeftt, ~ all experience the los. ot secur.:t.ty found in the routilte 
and accustolaed and the challenge of new experiences and relationships in telmB 
ot which mobility i. defined. Certain areas of the e1 ty have been cas.iti .. 
~UAaold.e and. the Qaest tor Co.-u.nit;r". 
68Rolt&ld Freedman, &nIP' Hilmi on to Cb:i.eaCS (Chicago: Uni Term. t;r 
ot Chicago Pre •• , 1950). • 
aa".obile" bf urban sociologist.a and these areas are expected to be 'congenial 
to migrants. Since migrants tend to move in disp~portionate nabers to a 
group of these mobile areas, the aut.bt>r designates them as "H;igraat Zones". 69 
This writer found strong evidence during the intemewing that 
Puerto Ricans who eae :f'roa the saae area on the island tend to gather to-
gether in the same geographical area when they move to Chicago. One respond.ent 
expressed hi s feelings in this way: 
"1 want to be with Jq friends from the same part of Puerto 
Rico beca1l8e then we CaD talk about the islalJd and the 
people we know and it is like being back hOlle again." 
TABLE 4. 
mS'l'RIBUTION OF THE GDIE&L AND liERMANOS SaMPLES 
ACCORDING TO lWUTAL STATUS 
¥ Cple M':x!riea Singie 
General 46 4 
, HIDIM"lQ' ,10 10 
S69 
total e6CSl 14(%) 
It ean be seen frca Table 4. that the great majority of the responci8l1ta 
had set lIP their own homes. Of the ten Hermanos who were single, only one 
was not liTing with relatins and he was to be aarried within a month. The 
strong .tamilial ties ot the island were carried with thell as in most households 
relatives who were not lI_bers otthe immediate ta.l!dlY were liTing in the 
house. Frequentl;y there were .s man;r .s six or seven deiters in the house. 
One of the respondents erolaillld it 11ke this: 
"W@ all gather together at nights in one another's 1(0..... We might haTe a PDg-.ong or jut talk tog.ther. 
There is no need for a Jart1' of u to get together, 
we just co.e. When we were in Puerto Rico we lIs.:1 to 
gather out sid. every e ... en1ng and p1&1' the pitar and sing. 
W. still do liere. Hellel (one of hi. friende)playa ,the ' 
guitar for us." 
The Relationship Between COWUnity and Anomia. 
The seale scores on the anomia scale had a possible range of zero to 
twent1'. For the j3urposes ot this study the scale was divided into three 
sections with cutting points at 6 and. 13. As a result, 0-6 .ignified a 
low state of anomia; 7-13 a moderate state of anomia; and 14-20 a high stat. 
of &!lOBia. aThe scale scores were found to range from 4 to 19. 
It will be recalled that the first hypothesi. stated that the 
cultural shock in'YOlve<1 in the transition from .t'uerto Rico to Chicago 1. a 
signi:t1cant factor in the iDDrdgrant'. failure to appt to the role of' the 
liatholic priest in Chicago. As such factors as li'Ving in a f'rienc117 
community, contacts with f'riends, and steady employment are known to 
.... horate this eul.tural shock, these factors Will be tested for sigDitleanee 
in relation to the nypothesis. 
TABLE 5 
A COMPARISON OF THE GDlERAL AND HERMANOS SAMPLES 
( _~ ON WE AHOKIA SCA.Li 4Z ... 6.5757;70 P '> .05. ) 
Degree ot ...... 
iulple 
H1gh XediUJi. Low Total 
General 20 Z7 , SO 
Hemanos 9 34 7 50 
Total 29 61 10 100 
'IOThe expectecl freq1lenri.esgav. 5 units to the cell, 'it:;tk;~us .sed. 
The Chi-Square test on the scores obtained. in this table est&bliahed 
that there is a significant difterence in the level of anomia for the General 
Sample and the Hermanos Sample at the five per cent level.7l It .. et now 
be determined whether the var!ahle of eo-.aent to reliAion bears a signifi-
cant relationship to the different levels of anomia~ 
TABLE 6 
IA COMPARISON OF THE GDlERAL AND HmMANOS SAMPLES 
ON COMMI'J.1I!NT TO RELIGION 
Degree ot Commitment to Religion 
SaJaple 
Low Tottita!' Hish Redia 
He~nos 4S S 0 50 
General 20 29 1 50 
Total 65 34 1 100 
To deteftline'high, mediua and low .~taent to religion, the writer 
established cutting points at 13 and 2:7. The possible scores ranged frca 0 
to 40 80 that low cQ1llli t.afm.t extended froJR 0 to 13; moderate eOllllli. taent rr. 
14 to 27; and high commitment froa 28 to 40. When these divisions were made 
it was foUM that because ot the way the scoree were distributed the,. did 
not lend theaselves to statistical ua].ysis. Becallse of the imporlance of 
the scale ~I the stud,. in determininltbe relationship of religious commit-
ment to anomia, the writer decided to cOlllbine the categories of medium and 
low oomraitJaeat. He is qnte consGiousot the fact that this w.lll cause &<ae 
flrn thi ..... tudy the j~t is made that a significant relationship 
exists when p(proa14W,.): .05 or .05. 
TABLE 6a 
A COMPARI3.>N OF THE l1ERJilNos AND GENERAL SAMPLES 
ON COMMl~T TO RELIGION 
Sample 
Medi UIIl and· Low Hi«b Total 
Total 
, 
30 
35 
x2 = 27.8; P( .001. 
100 
When the table is set up in this anner it is found that there is a 
highly signifioant difference between the Hermanos and the General Sample 
on the basis of the degree of their coJlllllitment to religion. This difference 
- was to1Uldto be significant at the 0.1 per oent leTel.72 
TABLE 7 
THE RELATlOiSHIP BitTWiDl ~GIOUS OOloDU'l'MENT AND ANOMIA 
l'UR THE TOTAL SAMPLE POPUIATION 
eligious 
Commitment 
High 9 4f9 7 65 
Med.ilDll-Low 20 12 3 35 
Total 2$ 61 10 100 
X2 .. 19.881; p ~ .001 
7~en the scores in the religious cOllDli. tment scale were set liP in a 
frequenc7 distribution it was seen that all the scores of the He11Mnos Sample 
were in the upper bllf of the sdale and 62 per eeat of the! r scores (31) were 
in the upper quarter. Although 40 per cent of the General Saple scores were 
in the High oategory, these were clustered i.n the lower third of that 
eategory, froDl 28 to 32. The aean seore tor the Hemanos was 31.8 and tor 
the General Sample it was 25.96. 
It must be noted with regard to this relationship between religious 
cODmdtment and uOllia for the total sample population that the Chi-aquare 
test could not be applied validly since the expected frequency in one of the 
cells was 1 ••• than fiye uidts. Ttutretore this t,st wou.ld not be accepted 
as statistically valid. The writer detenl1ned, hoyeTer, to group the mediua 
I. . low scores on the anomia scale, thll8 deyelopinga two by two table which 
lost a certain amount of detail. 
" 
THE RELATIONSHIP BEl'WEEN RELIGIOUS OOMHITMliliT AND ANOMIA 
5 
FOR THE 'ro1AL.BIMPLE POPUlATION 
Religious 
CODIId.tment 
. High 
Medium-Low 
.Total 
High 
99 
20 
29 
X2 
56 
15 
71 
- 20.712; P< .001. 
-
Total 
65 
35 
100 
When the aedium and lew seore, on both the anomia and religious coJllllli. t 
ment scales were combined, the relationship between the two nriables as 
outlined in a two by two table was again !'oUDII to be statisticallY' signitican 
at the 0.1 per cent level. 
TABLE 8 
THE R.ELATIONSHIP lib'TnEEDI RELIGIOUS GUHMl~T AND !NOKIA 
FOR THE G~ERAL SAMPLE. 
R.ngrou. D_gree of tndMti 
Commitment 
High Hedi UJI.-Low Total 
Hi«b 3 17 20 
Medium-Low 17 13 30 
Total 20 30 50 
X2 = 8.680; P< .en 
Studying the relationship between religmous commitment and anomia for 
the~neral Sample, a statistically significant relationship was found to 
exist between them at the 1 per cent level. Because of the low frequency of 
scores in the Medium-Low category on the anomia scale for the Hermanos, the 
distribution did not lend itself to statistical analysis. 
The findings obtained he re seem to confirm those of t'oblete and OIDea?3 
They hypothesized as l"ollows: 
The developaent of sectarl&niSlll among New York Puerto Ricans 
is a reaponse to anomie. It is furthennore a response that represents 
a poeitive quest for community in the race of the loss of more 
traditional eocial stru~~ures and the impersonalization of modern 
American urban societ7."( 
'l'he authors drew upon the studies of westemci vilization to show 
that one of the consequences of the growth of indi'fidualism is a feeling of 
anxiety. This bas resulted in a frequent seeking of fellowship and is 
"nAnomie and the 'Quest for l;oDlIIIinity' n. 
74 laid. p. 26. 
expressed by Reisman as the need for "other-directedness" among Am~rican8.75 
Poblete and ~'Dea posit the mutual interaction of religion and community as 
llccessa~ to each other by providing the support of social solidar.lty. '!'hey 
see the formation of Pentecostal sects among the Puerto Ricans as a way out 
of anomia and an attempt to rebuild the community in the new environment. 
From the results or their study the authors suggest that the salvation type 
of conversion which these people experience seems to be an escape from the 
feeling of isolation and loss of or.lentation in life by giving them an 
opportunity to enter into social relationships and a feeling of belonging. 
This we-feeling, together with a well defined ieIe in the sect-community 
gives the member a mw solidarity. The group solidarity serves, not to 
destroy each person's individuality, but to enable him to develop his own 
personality. 
Another study on Holiness religion postulates that the sects function 
as an agency of the socialization of the lower class in the dominant '9'8.l1l.es 
of the American community. 76 Boisen states that Holiness sects give their 
members "hope am courage and strength to keep going in the :f'a.ce of 
difficulties" 'Which seems to indicate the beneficial effect of the type of 
community spirit involved in sect membership.77 Johnson's study emphasizes 
the :f'a.ct that the Holiness groups encourage an orientation toward society 
that stimulates the members to adopt many of the behavior patterns and 
75navid Riesman, the IQDel¥ Cmxd(New Haven: Yale University 
Press, 1950). 
76Benton Johnson, ItDo Holiness Sects Socialize in Dominant Values lt ?, 
Socia) Forcos, 39(May 1967), 309-316. 
"Anton T. Boisen, '''Economic Diet .... and Religious Exper.lenee", 
Eaxcb1 attT, 2(May 19J5), p. 194. 
motivation of the higher strata in that society. The ~uthor suggests that 
the great attention paid to the conversion of the ~ber is indicative of an 
effort to direct the individuats 1Il0tivations and values in fundamental ways. 
He posits that the Holiness acceptance of much of society and its values is 
of a positive nature, intterms of an ethic of inne~worldly asceticism; a 
demand of dedication, perseverance and achievement, which coincides with the 
dominant American values. 
A study by John Holt hypothesized: 
(l)This religious movement (the growth of the sects) is largely 
the natural product of the social disorganization and cultural cont.l1ct 
which have attended the over-rapid urbaml'S.rd migration and eol!l1lllnbi! .... t 
urbanization ef an intenlre1y rural, and among other things, religiously 
fundamentalist population; and (2) the movement is typically a social 
movement in that it is an attempt on the part of certain groups 
experiencing acute social maladjustment to rec~pture their sense of 
securi ty through religious revival and refonD.. 78 
The author states that the data obtained in the study are not 
adequate to support his hypotheses. But he inclines to the view that this 
religious growth is a fom of secession from. reality, andescape-acti vi t,y by 
which the individual seeks stable and secure social status in the midst 
of a feeling of insecurity. 
Liston Pope has shown that it profited the mil10wners of Gastonia to 
encourage and promote religious practices among their workers, extending 
atter some time to the establishment of Pentecostal sects among the workers. 
It was found that the worker who had a religious outlook 'WaS more stable and 
applied. M.JIlself more to his work, thus being of l'Ik)re value to his emplo,-er.79 
7SJohn B. Holt, tlHoliness Religion: C~tural Shock and Social 
Reorganization", Amodcn :lOc. Bay·, S (October 1940), p. 741. 
79L1ston Pope, Hnlb""dl and frpc;het'l: A ~tud7 of Gastonja (New Havena 
Yale University Press, 1947) pp. 29-30. 
RAJ atiPDship to the Pn est. 
When the respondents were asked a series of twelve questions to 
ascertain their concept of what the role of the priest toward th_ should 
be and how theY' feel he YilN&lises and tulfills his role at the present time, 
80. 
certain differences were obtained tbr the two samples. 
TABLE 981 
A C0J.frlARISO~ 0.1" THE HFlOOLN0S ~D GDERAL SAMPLES 
ON VI»4S OF AlAt&SSIBlLITY OF PRUSTS 
Sample Yes No Total 
Hemnos 7 42 49 
General 17 28 45 
Total 24 72 94 
yj!= 6.8072; P < .OlJ· 
There was a significant difl·erence a.t the 1 per cent level between 
the replies or the Herma.nos and. the General. Sample regarding the dift1eul.ty 
of seeing a priest in Chicago. It is worth ntting, however, that 56 per 
cent of the General Sample said that it was not difficult to see a priest 
in Chicago. Some of the Hemanos stated that while theY' did not agree that 
it was difficult to see a priest, they felt that it would be difficult for 
some Puerto Rican. who were not in contact with a priest to see one. The 
writer feels that it would be interesting to compare the views of the 
Puerto Ricans with those of Aaerican Catholics of tie SaBle class. One of 
8O'or the purpose of this study, the writer employed the cnterieD 
tM.t only unequi~eal agre_ent Qr disagreement scored, not noting the 
degree of agre_ent or disagreement for ana17sis. 
Slnlt is difficult to see a priest in Chicago. tI 
the respondents expressed his feelinis in this way: 
"When you go to the church to see the nriest it is almost as 
difficult as going t:o see the President. Iou have to ~ the 'beU, 
and the secretary comes and asks you if you have an appointment, and 
;roll are pat waiting in a room for a. long time, and every now and 
then the secretary passes by the door, thinking :you might steal 
something. It is the secretary who is the main 'trouble--sb.e 
Mem t t like us and tells us to be sure and wipe our feet as soon 
as we come in the door. It was not like1;hat in Pllerto Rieo--,.u 
eould go to see "el cura" at any time of the day aM you would 
'bew.lco.e." 
When the respondents were aeke4 a f'urflber qllestion about the Ne~tion 
they received from the priest, the replies were not as disparate. 
TABLE t082 
A COMPARIOON OF TQ HWiMAlOS dO GliIERAL SAMPLE 
UN RECEPTION BY ~ PRIEST 
Saaple Yes No ,Total 
Hemanoe 12 37 49 
G8l\eral 16 34 50 
66 
Total 28 71 99 
X;.! 
- .6893; P> .IS 
It was found that there was no significant difference between the 
Hemanos am the General Sample with regard to the reception they had 
received from the priest. A comparison with the preTious table proves to 
be interesting. It would seem that those Puerto Ricans who have overeome 
the initial difficulties and who have a.ctualJ.y gone to a rectory have 
received a friend17 reception. The writer would suggest that those who say 
that it is difficult toeee a priest rtaY include, be.idee the Puerto Ricans 
82"YOll are made to fell unwelcome when you go to see a priest in 
Chicago." 
who have gone to see a priest, those who are det.rred from going because 
of being in a strange enviroll1llent and of not haTing the customary means of 
•••• eeste> the prieet., said that Puerto Ricans bom on the islAnd were used 
to being in fairly frequent c~ntact With the priest and that he was a 
familiar sight to them. When in Chicago they are afraid to make the initial 
contact with the priest because he is not familiar to them. This seems t. 
underlill8 the need. for the priest to try to reach the Puerto Kicans by 
in:formal contacts so that he can become lmowm to them as a friend. When 
a priest visits the Puerto Hican in his home he is always welcome. 
Jl c(;MPARI~N OF 'l'ti.!:!. til!acnANv::> AN.1J G&U!iRAL ~LES 
ON ATTlTUJJ&iUWA4<U HOb Wli)J.:1'l,ali 131 TH.I!.i. t'.t([j;i)'Xi). 
~pJ.e 
Hemanos 
General 
Total 
Yes 
45 
45 
90 
NO 
5 
5 
10 
Total 
50 
50 
100 
It would appear from this table that there is no significant differenc 
between the attitudes of the respondents in the two samples regarding the 
desirability of the priest vis1tingthem in their homes. Ninety per cent 
of both samplee expressed this wish and fifty two per cent of the General 
Sample and fifty eight of the HentanQ8 expressed st:rong agre~tnt. 
83"The priest should visit the Puerto Ricans i~ their homes." 
TABLE 12~ 
A COMPARISON OF THE HERMANOS AND GhNERAL SAMPLES ON 
FEELINGS TOWARD AN AMERICAN PRlE.ST VISITING HOMES. 
666 
Sample Yes No Total 
Hermanos 47 2 49 
General 44- 6 50 
-Total 91 8 99 
This distribution did not lend itself to statistical analysis because 
the expected frequency in one dell was less than t'1ve units. Onee again it ; 
can be seen that 88 per cent of the General Sample said that the,. would feel 
perfectl,. comfortable it an Aaerican priest (a8 distinct from a Spanieh-
American priest) eae to rlsit them in their home, while 94 per eent of the 
HerDW\os agreed with this. The only _jor difterence between the two groups 
was that 46 per ceat ot the Hermanos strongly agreed with the stat.ent 
while onl1' 12 per eent of the General Sample strongl,. agreed.. This 
dirterenee might be attributed. to the more trequent contact of the Hemanos 
with Alaerican, priests and their consequent feeling at ease in their presence. 
TABU "385 
A COMPARISON OF 'rHEHERMANOS AND GmiRA!. SAMPLES ON 
~~H'H o;e~ mrlWio~" ~ M~t· 
Hemanos 
.Q."Qenenl 
Total 
34 
39 
73 
11 
J1 
x = 
45 
50 
95 
.061; p, .05. 
84"r would be perfectl1' comfortable i' an American priest came to 
'YiS8~ me in m:r home." 
"The priest is friendly toward the Puerto· Rican. in Chicago." 
There was no 'ign1fieant difference between the Hermanos and the 
General Sample on their Yiews of the attitude of the priest toward. them. 
No distinction was made as to the type or nationality of priest. 20 per 
cent of the Hemanos agreed strong17 while S per cent of the General Saaple 
did so; but 10 per cent of the Hermanos were reluctant to gi 'Ye an answer 
as they felt. that some priests were not friendly_ One respondent, after 
talking at length, swaed it with thi. sentence: 
".at prients clon't understand the Puert.o Rican culture and 
our way of liYing and they dislike us because we are different 
from the rest of them". 
At this stage the writer would like to examine the relationahip 
betwe4mthe HO"S on the anomia scale tor thet,otal sample population 
and the 81tswers ~'Y8n by th_ on the acoe.sability of tile priest and the 
welcODle receiTed by 1oh_ wh .. the,. go to see a priest; a1ao on their 
opinion of the attitude of the priest toward Puerto Rica.. He wishes to 
submit the first hypothea1.s to statistical anal78i. \0 teat for aipifieant 
relationahip. between these ftriables. Piret, he rutate. the first . 
hypothesis' 
The cultural shock which is in ...... 1n the transition fItoIa 
Puerto Rico to an urban metropolitan area of America for the Puerto 
Rican immigrant is a significant factor in his failure to adjust to 
the role of the Catholic priest in an urban metropolitan area of Alaerica. 
TABLE 14 
THE RELATIONSHIP BEl"wE».1 ANOMIE AND THE VI~ OF THE 
ACCESSIBILITY OF Tim PRIEST iUR THE TOTAL SAKPLE. 
"Difficult to 
See priest" 
Yes 
No 
TotAl 
High Hed-Low 'total 
17 7 24 
10 60 70 
From. an examination of this table it can be seen that there 
is a highlJ' significant relationship between the 'egree of anomia of the 
indiudual Puerto Rican and. his view of the acces8&bilitJ' of the priest. 
The lower state of personal anOllia, the less like17 he was to feel that it 
was difficult to approach the priest. It IlUst be noted, howeYer, that 8ince 
it proTed impossible to analJ'8e this relationship on the basia of different 
leTels of anomia within the two samples separate17, d'l1e to the nse of the 
frequencies in some eells, and since aedi1lll and low degree. of anomia were 
combined for purposes of analysis, much of the detaiiL. on the Nlationship was 
lost. 
TABLE 15 
THE RELA.TIONSHlP ~Em THE DIDIU.m OF JWOMlE 
AND THEJIl1CEPTlOI~ OF WELCuME BY THE PlU;EST 
POR THE SAMPLE POPULATION. 
-n-rou are sCle Of' 
feel unwelcaaett High Ked-Low Total 
Yes ~~ 11 26> No ~ '71 
Total 28 69 97 
Statistical analysis of this distribution shows that there is a 
significant relationship between a high degree of anomia and the feeling that 
the priest does not l18ke the Puerto Rican rilcoae. Again the categories 
of meclium and low anomia were combined. lighty-three per cent of the 
respondents who were in the categories of mediUII. or low anomia disagreed with 
the statement that the Puerto Rican is made to feel unwelcome when he go.s 
to see a priest. 
TABLE 16 
THE REUTIONStuP J:jATW~ THE DEGREE OF ANOMIE 
AND THE FEELING OF AMliUJILlTY OF Tllli PRIEST 
}()R THE TOTAl. ~LE. 
The writer found a significant degree of relationship between the 
individual's degree of anomia and his perception of the friendliness of the 
priest. Those individuals who scored low on the anomia scale were more like1,. 
to regard the priest as being wi11-disposed toward the Puerto Ricans, while 
the respondents who scored high on the anomia scale were more inclined to 
regard the priest as being hostile to them. This seems to be of importance 
in relation to acceptance of the role and the work of the priest with the 
Puerto Rican immigrants. 
The ~er had determined that these questions should attempt to Terif.r 
the fi.rst hypothesi. on the basis of these attitudes having a statistically 
significant relationship to the .level of anomia of the immigrant. The 
hupothesis accepted as proven on the basis of previous research that the 
immigrant who is inTo1ved in a transition from Puerto Rico to an urban 
metropolitan area of America is in a state of anomia - social disorgani~ation, 
10s8 of rele-feeling, group alienation. It was hypothesized that this is • 
significant factor in his failure to adjust to the role of the Catholicprieet 
in Chicago. 
The writer contends that the statistically signif~cant relationships 
found within the limits of this study con1~nn this nypothesis. 
A comparison of the Hermanos and General Samples showed a significant 
difference in their commitment to religion. Sixty-two per cent of the Hermanoe 
scores were in the upper quarter while only 12 per cent of the General Scores 
were in the upper quarter. 
When the relationship between religious commitment and anomia was 
measured for the total sample popu1ation~ it was found that religious commitment 
bore an inverse relationship to anomia and that was statistically significant 
at the.l per cent level. Again this inverse relationship was found to hold 
true for the General Sample and was statistically signifi cant at the 1 per 
cent level. It was not possible to undertake statistical tests on the Hermanol 
sample. 
The writer than discussed some of the findings of Poblete and O'Dea on 
the formation of sects. They saw the sects as contributing to social solidar-
ity and being an escape from anomia for the Puerto Rican immigrant. Other 
writings postulated the beneficial effect of the type of community spirit in-
volved in sect membership and its help for social stability. 
A comparison of the Hermanos and til! General Sample on their assessment 
of the accessability of the priest showed a significant difference at the 1 
per cent level. Only 14 per cent of the Hennanos thought that it was difficult 
to see a priest in Chicago, while 34 per cent of the General Sample thought 
it was difficult and 10 per cent of them were undecided. A. regarded the type 
of welcome they received there was no significant difference between the 
groups, 68 per cent of the General Sample disagreeing with the statement that 
they were made feel unwelcome compared with 74 per cent of the Hermanos. 
There was strong agreement that the priest should nsit the Puerto 
Ricans in their homes and both samples felt they would be perfectly comfortable 
when visited by an American priest. Again, both samples felt that the priest 
was friendly toward the Puerto Ricans in Chica.go and there was no significant 
difference between the two groups. 
On a comparison of the scores of anomia and the attitude of the Puerto 
Rican immigrant toward three questions directly concerning the role of the 
priest, a highly liJignificant difference was found in each case. On the basis 
of this, the writer concludes that there is a relationship between 'Various 
levels of anomia and the relation of the immigrant to the priest in Chicago; 
that is, that the degree of anomia of the immigrant is a significant factor 
affecting his relationship to the Catholic priest in Chicago. 
CHAPTER 4 
ANOMIA AND ASSIMILATION 
First Acquaintance with the United States. 
Recall ing what the writer described in Chapter 2, it should be remem-
bered that the great dispersion of Puerto Ricans outside the Metropolitan 
Area of New York has taken place during the last fifteen years. It was 
not surprising, then, to find that most of the respondents had no other 
experience of life in the United States apart from their residence in 
• Chicago. The years of residence for the members of both samples varied 
from one year to more than twenty years. 
The Puerto Rican migrant coming to the United States in recent years 
has benefited from an orientation program to prepare him for his new life. 
Each week the 33 radio stations throughout the island carry a program, 
"Guide to the Traveler" , based on the experience of previous migrants. 
Local committees on migrant orientation have been set up in all the 
towns of Puerto Rico. 
It has been found that the migrants who leave the island are those 
who already have achieved a certain degree of success there. They are 
more I ikely to have had industrial experience than members of the labor 
force in Puerto Rico: they are moee I ikely to be skilled, and less than 
half as likely to be unskilled. They are much more I ikely to have come 
to have come from the cities. A Columbia University study found that~85 
per cent of the migrants had left their jobs in Puerto Rico in order to 
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come to the United States. 
TABLE 1787 
A COMPARISON OF THE HERMANOS AND GBNERAL SAMPLES 
ON LENGTH OF TIME IN THE U.S. 
Sample Length of time in the U.S. (in yrs.) 
l-i 'i-q 10-14 1'i-20f.. over Total 
Hermanos 6 12 21 11 50 
General 9 15 15 11 50 
Total 15 27 36 22 100 
X 2=1.840; P) .05 
There was no significant difference between the two samples on 
the length of time they had spent in the United States. When asked 
about the length of time they had resided in Chicago, it was found 
that none of the respondents had 1 ived in Chicago for over twenty years. 
86 
A.J. Jaffe (ed.), Puerto Rican Population of New York City 
(New York: Columbia University, Bureau of Appl ied Social Research, 1954). 
87Categories 1 and 2 (less than 1 yr. and 1-4 yrs.) and Categories 
5 and 6 (15-19 and 20 and over) were combined to permit analysis. 
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TABLE 1888 
A COMPARISON OF THE HERMANOS AND GENERAL SAMPLES 
ON LENGTH OF TIME IN CHICAGO 
Length of time in Cmicago (in Yrs.) 
Sample 
1-4 5-9 10-14 15-19 Total 
Hermanos 9 14 23 4 50 
General 10 16 15 9 50 
Total 19 30 38 13 100 
2 2.7932; P)' .05 x = 
Neither was any significant difference found between the two 
samples with regard to the length of time they had spent in Chicago. 
The years of residence were found to be fairly evenly distributed 
throughout the population, with over two-thirds of the sample popul-
ation in the categories of 5 to 14 years. 
The writer next examined ~he relationship between the Hermanos 
and General samples with regard to previous residence elsewhere in 
the United States. 
88 Categories I and 2 were combined. 
TABLE 19 
A COMPARISON BETWEEN THE HERMANOS AND GENERAL SAMPLES 
ON PREVIOUS RESIDENCE IN THE UNITED STATES 
Sample 
Hermanos 
General 
Total 
Yes 
12 
14 
26 
Residence Elsewhere 
No 
38 
36 
74 
Total 
50 
50 
100 
x
2 
_ 0.2079; P'" .05 
There was no significant difference between the two samples 
on the basis of their previous residence in the United States. 
This would incl ine the writer to the bel ief that this factor has 
no influence on the degree of anomia of the individual immigrant. 
The writer has stated already that the part the immigrant 
community plays in the assimilation process is an extremely import-
ant one. As he has outl ined, there are divergent points of view on 
its influence on the integration of immigrants. Fitzpatrick holds 
strongly, and this writer agrees with him, that the immigrant 
community had a very beneficial effect on the assimilation of the 
early immigrants to this country; that instead of impeding 
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as S:ilrilr. 1 at ion, as some claim, it provided the stepping-stone to integra-
tion in the new culture with the least possible amount of stress and 
social disorganization on the part of the new immigrant. Since it is 
extremely difficult to form a community in the context of present-day 
urban structures, the writer tried to determine to what extent, if any, 
the Puerto Ricans have succeeded in forming a community in Chicago. 
TABLE 20 
A COMPARISON OF THE HERMAN05 AND GENERAL SAMPLES ON 
RELATIVES RESIDING IN U.S. BEFORE ARRIVAL 
Sample 
Hermanos 
General 
Total 
Relatives living in U.S. 
yes 
37 
31 
68 
No 
13 
19 
32 
2 
x = 1.655; P). 05 
Total 
50 
50 
100 
There was no significant difference between the two groups regarding 
those who had relatives 1 iving in the United States before their arrival 
here. 68 per cent of the total sample had relatives 1 ivmng in the United 
States before their arrival here. Based on the history and understanding 
of previous immigrant groups, it could be presumed that those who had rel-
atives here would be more likely to receive prior information about the 
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type of life in the United States and more likely to make their first 
acquaintance with the new society I ivmng in the same area as their 
relatives. 
TABLE 21 
DISTRIBUTION OF THE RELATIVES OF THE SAMPLE POPULATION 
ACCORDING TO PLACE OF RESIDENCE IN THE U.S. 
New Other Other Total Sample Chicago York Urban Rural 
Hermanos 33 7 3 44 
General 28 8 I 38 
Total 61 15 4 2 82 
This distribution did not permit of statistical analysis 
because of the low frequencies in some of the cells. When we see 
that 74 per cent of the relatives I ived in the city of Chicago, it 
is not surprising that these immigrants came to Chicago when they 
arrived in the United States. 
TABLE 22 
A COMPARISON OF THE TYPE OF INFORMATION RECEIVED DESCRIBING 
CONDITIONS OF LIFE IN THE U~S. 
Sample 
Hermanos 
General 
Total 
Favorable Unfavorable Mixed 
16 I 5 
801 
24 6 
Total 
22 
9 
31 
60 per cent of the Hermanos who had relatives in the United States 
had received information from them regarding the type of 1 ife they might 
expect to 1 ive in the United States. 29 per cent of the General Sample had 
received such information. Almost all had thought the information to be 
favorable as only one of the Hermanos stated that he had received unfavorable 
information while five of them and one of the General Sample thought it was 
of fit )xed content. One of the respondents sa i d qu i te vehement 1 y III t was all 
a 1 ie!" The important point to note is that a large proportion of respondents 
had received in~ormation on life in America and ~ound it attractive enough 
to bring them to the same area where their relatives 1 ived. It could be 
presumed that reports coming from relatives would have much more influence 
on intending immigrants than any government in~ormation. 
As it is accepted theory on the cultural integration of immigrants 
that the longer the immigrant is in a country the more he becomes integrated 
with the culture of the receiving society, the writer examined this aspect 
in relation to anomia for the sample population. 
TABLE 23 
THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN LENGTH OF RESIDENCE IN THE 
U.S. AND ANOMIA FOR THE SAMPLE POPULATION 
Length of Residence in the 
Degree 
of 
Anomia 1-10 10-20 & over 
High 16 17 
Low 30 37 
Total 46 54 
x2 = O. 1165; p) .05 
U.S. (in yrs.) 
Total 
33 
67 
100 
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On an analysis of the replies received from this sample, there is no 
significant relationship between the length of residence of the immigrant 
in the United States and the degree of anomia. This is contrary to what 
the writer expected to find. It may be accounted for, in part at least, 
by the fact that in order to permit of statistical analysis the writer had to 
telescope the original five categories into two, thws losing quite an amount 
. of the detail obtained in the repl ies. 
TABLE 24 
. RESIDENCE ELSEWHERE IN THE U.S. IN RELATION TO THE DEGREE 
OF ANOMIA FOR THE TOTAL SAMPLE POPULATION 
Degree 
of 
Anomia 
High 
Low 
Total 
Residence Elsewhere in the U.S. 
2 
Yes 
8 
18 
26 
x = 0.3705; P) .05 
26 
48 
74 
Total 
34 
66 
100 
Neither was there any significant relationship found between residence 
elsewhere in the United States and the degree of anomia of the immigrant. 
The writer then proceeded to examine the two variables of the area of origin 
of the immigrants in Puerto Rico and occupational mobility in the United 
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States to determine their relationship to the degree of anomia of the 
individual. It seemed reasonable to assume that those immigrants who were 
accustomed, to some extent, to town or city I iving would make a quicker or 
more complete adjustment to I ife in America. It has been documented 
plentifully that the Puerto Rican immigrants who come to the United States 
are better educated and have more experieooe of city I ife than those who 
remain in Puerto Rico. 
TABLE 25 
THE RELATIONSHIP OF AREA OF ORIGIN IN PUERTO IICO TO 
THE DEGREE OF ANOMIA OF THE TOTAL SAMPLE POPULATION 
Degree 
of 
Anomia 
High 
Low 
Total 
2 
x = 
Area of Origin in Puerto Rico 
Rural -Village Town-City Total 
22 8 30 
40 30 70 
62 38 100 
2.33649; P) .05 
The area of origin in Puerto Rico bore no significant relationship 
to the degree of anomia. Of those who were in the category of high 
anomia, over two-thirds came from either a rural or small village back-
gcound; but, on the other hand, 57 per cent of those in the category of 
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low anomia came from the same rural background. So no conclusions can be 
drawn from the replies given by this sample. 
TABLE 26 
THE RELATIONSHIP OF OCCUPATIONAL MOBILITY TO THE DEGREE 
OF ANOMIA FOR THE SAMPLE POPULATION 
Degree 
of 
Anomia 
Number of Jobs Held in the U.S. 
High 
Low 
Total 
1-4 
18 
46 
64 
x 2 = 0.6967; 
5-10 
12 
21 
33 
P) .05 
Total 
30 
67 
97 
There was no significant relationship between the degree of occupation-
al mobil ity and the degree of anomia. It might be suggested with good 
support that, instead of occupational mobil ity being an indicator of a high 
degree of anomia, it might be regarded as a manifestation of the interiori-
zation of American work-values - seeking other jobs that will brigg them 
better wages, the abil ity to purchase more commodities, or better working 
conditions; or it may simply be the effort to find any type of employment 
in an unskilled segment of the American labor market. 
The relationship of educational attainment to anomia was the next the 
writer examined. The standard of education is so uniformly low for the 
first generation Puerto Rican immigrant and the frequencies were so small 
in some cells that the analysis was of very limited value. 
TABLE 27 
THE RELATIONSHIP OF EDUCATIONAL ACHIEVEMENT TO THE DEGREE 
OF ANOMIA FOR THE SAMPLE POPULATION 
Educational Achievement (i n yrs.) 
Degree 
of 
Anomia 1-5 6-8 Some High School & 
High School Partial College 
Low 18 22 14 12 High 10 12 7 5 
Total 28 34 21 17 
x2 = 0~2495; P').05 
Total 
34 
66 
100 
There was no significant relationship between educational attainment 
and the degree of anomia of the individual. The different grades of education-
al achievement were djstriQlJted very evenly throughout the two categories 
6fdHigh and Low Anomia. 
Resulting from the statistical analysis by which the writer tested for 
a significant relationship between these several variables and the degree of 
anomia, he now concludes that in the general context of the immigrant1s arrival 
and his integration into American society, there is no significant relation-
ship between the degree of anomia of the individual and the variables such as 
length of time in the United States, prior residence in the United States 
outside Chicago, rural-urban area of origin in Puerto Rico, occupational 
mobil ity in the United States, and the level of educational achievement. 
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It is outside the scope of this study to speculate as to the combined effect 
of th'ese variables on the integration process, and the writer wishes now to 
proceed and examine the first sub-hypothesis - that the failure of the Puerto 
RLcan immigrant to adjust to ther"ibie of the Catholic priest in Chicago is 
a significant factor contributing to the development of tension, personal 
confl ict, and group al ienation in the Puerto Rican immigrant. 
The qlJestions which el icited the following repl ies from the sample 
population were designed to examine the image of the priest in the eyes of 
the Puerto Rican immigrant and to see to what extent a rejection of the 
role of the priest, however partial, might be related to the growth of 
anomia in the immigrant. 
TABLE 2889 
THE RELATION OF THE ASSESSMENT OF PRIESTS I AWARENESS OF 
PUERTO RICANS I NEEDS TO ANOMIA FOR THE SAMPLE POPULATION 
Degree Priestls Lack of Awareness 
of 
Anomia Yes No Total 
High 18 10 28 
Low 30 32 62 
Total 48 42 90 
x2 = 2.0013;; p~" .01' 
$ , 
The first question90 sought to determine the extent to which the 
Puerto Ricans feel the priest is umaware of their needs. It was based 
on and sprang immediately from previous writings on this question and from 
90 
liThe priest doesnlt know what Puerto Ricans need. 11 
the pre-study interviewing which the writer carried out. It appears from 
this study that there is not a significant relationship between a high degree 
of anomia and the feel ing that the priest does not know the Puerto Rican's 
needs. As one respondent remarked: "They (the priests) know all right. It's 
just that most of them don't care enough to do anything about the problems." 
TABLE 29) 91 
THE RELATION OF THE PRIEST'S KEEPING T80 MUCH RESPONSIBILITY 
TO THE DEGREE OF ANOMIA FOR THE TOTAL SAMPLE POPULATION 
Degree liThe Priest Keeps Too Much Responsibil ity" 
of 
Anomia Yes No Total 
High 25 4 29 
Low 34 22 56 
Total 59 26 85 
x2 = 5.9136; P <: .02 
The question concerning the priest's acceptance of too much responsibil ity 
was inserted to determine the strength of feeling of the Puerto Ricans ' feeling 
that the priest was over·~teppihg his role as they perceived it and was 
interfering in matters which were the responsibil ity of the communi~y. This 
question, also, came as a direct result of the pre-study interviewing. The 
answers showed that 59 per cent of the sample pppulation agreed that the 
priest did take too much responsibility on:himselfdwhile 15 per cent said 
they did not know and 26 per cent disagreed. Statistical analysis of the 
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liThe priest takes too much responsibility on himself.1I 
repl ies showed that the relationship of this feeling to the level of anomia 
was significant at the 2 per cent level. Supplementary and auxul iary questions 
showed that the Puerto Ricans wished to have the priest lead them and teach 
them to act as a community but that he should do so with a view to getting 
them to develop their own responsibil ities. 
TABLE 3092 
RELATION OF ATTITUDE TOWARD WORK OF THE PRIEST TO DEGREE OF 
ANOMIA FOR THE SAMPLE POPULATION 
Degree liThe priest has the Wrong Approach" 
of 
Anomia 
Yes No Don I t Know Total 
High 25 4 4 33 
Low 31 31 5 67 
Total 56 35 9 100 
x2 = 11.0762; P < .001 
A feel ing of disbelief in the ability of anyone to remedy the situation 
has been found to be a characteristic of a high degree of alienation. When 
the respondents were asked whether those priests who were working with Puerto 
Ricans knew the right way to approach their task 56 per cent of them con-
sidered that they did not. 35 per cent desagreed, but of those most of the 
Hermanos who disagreed (20 of the Hermanos sample) stated that it was those 
priests who didnlt understand the Puerto Rican people or culture who were not 
92rrThe priest doesnlt know the right way to help the Puerto Ricans. 11 
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using the right methods. On statistical analysis the relationship of this 
variable to a ghigh degree of anomie was found to be highly significant. 
TABLE 31 93 
RELATION OF THE OBSERVED ROLE OF THE PRIEST TO ANOMIA 
FOR THE SAMPLE POPULATION 
Degree 
liThe priest is a pol it i ca 1 off i cia 1. 
of 
Anomia Yes No Don't Know Total 
Hi gh 12 15 6 33 
Low 11 48 8 77 
Total 23 63 14 100 
x2 = 6.3552; P ~.02 
" 
Since one of the primary characteristics of a high degree of anomia is a 
state of al ienation from society and a distrust of the power structure, the 
question of how the Puerto Ricans linked the priest with the pol itical power 
structure was regarded as highly important. It was found that there was about 
an equal degree of disagreement by the General Sample (33) and the Hermanos (30 
with this statement, but that the highly anomic individual tended to agree 
with it. The test for a significant relationship showed that this feel ing 
was significantly related to a high degree of anomia at the 2 per cent level. 
9311The priest is just another official in the (pol itical) machine." 
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TABLE 32 
RELATIONSHIP OF PERCEPTION OF THE OFFICE OF THE 
PRIEST TO THE DEGREE OF ANOMIA FOR T~E SAMPLE POPULATION 
Degree 
of 
Anomia 
liThe priest is just another man." 
High 
Low 
Total 
Yes 
25 
34 
59 
x' = 10.3319; 
No 
4 
32 
36 
Don't Know 
4 
5 
Total 
33 
67 
100 
This last question in the group was intended to test the Puerto Rican's 
perception of the priest as somebody sacred, consecrated to the service of God 
and to leading men to God. 59 per cent of the respondents said that once the 
priest had removed his distinctive garb he was just the same as any other man. 
On statistical analysis a significant relationship was found to exist between 
this perception of the priest and a high degree of anomia. This relationship 
was found to be significant at the one per cent level. 
An examination of the repl ies to these questions, which examined the per-
ception of the role of the Catholic priest in an urban area of America by the 
Puerto Rican immigrant in relation to a ~igh degree of anomia, shows that the 
response to four of the five questions bear a significant relationship to a 
9411Without his collar the priest is just another man." 
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high degree of anomia. On the basis of these relationships, the writer holds 
that the subhypothesis that the failure of the Puerto Rican immigrant to adjust 
to the role of the Cathol ic priest in Chicago is a significant factor 
contributing to the development of tension, personal confl ict, and group 
al ienation in the individual is confirmed. 
Impeding FactDrs in Assimilation 
The literature on cultural assimilation has always stressed the fact that 
an unfamiliarity with the customary ways of acting of the receiving society 
and a feel ing of role-bewilderment in the performance of the required roles 
in society has always been a deterrin!j faCif:lor in the cultural assimilation 
of immigrants. The writer feels that for a Puerto Rican Cathol ic immigrant, 
who has a long tradition of Catholicism in his culture and has social ized 
it from his early childhood, an ~nfamil iarity with the actions and role of the 
priest may be a considerable factor in impeding a rapid assimilation into 
American society. He now wishes to examine the immigrant's attitude toward 
some of the official structures of the society of America. 
TABLE 33 
RELATIONSHIP OF ATTITUDE TOWARD OFFICIAL AGENCIES TO DEGREE 
OF ANOMIA FOR THE SAMPLE POPULATION 
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One of the strong feel ings manifested by the respondents during the 
interviewing process was a high degree of dissat~;faction with the official 
agencies of the city of Chicago, espcially with the welfare agencies. Res-
pondents complained continually of unfair treatment. One man complained 
that he had been told to go home and wait for a job and that had been six 
months previously. 
The writer feels that an unfamiliarity with the bureaucratic structure 
causes much of this dissatisfaction. One of the features of the bureaucratic 
structure is the depersonal ization of the relationships with the individual 
and this frequently confl icts with the cl ient's conviction of the importance 
of his own problem and its special features. Merton states that this impersona 
attitude toward matters of great personal significance to the client give 
rise to charges of disinterest and arrogance on the part of the agency 
staff. 
There was no significant relation between the attitude of the immigrants 
toward agencies and the degree of anomia. It is worbh noting, however, that 
while there was no difference between the categories of high and low anomia, 
74 per cent of the population agreed that the agencies didn't really under-
stand how to help people. 
The writer went on to examine the attitude of the Puerto Ricans toward 
the advice and assistance given by the agencies. 
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TABLE 34 95 
RELATIONSHIP OF RESPONDENTS I PERCEPTION OF ATTITUDE OF 
AGENCIES TO DEGREE OF ANOMIA FOR THE SAMPLE POPULATION 
Degree "Agenc ies give the people unwanted advice" 
of 
Anomia 
Yes No Doni t know Total 
High 23 3 7 33 
Low 36 14 17 67 
Total 59 17 24 100 
x2 = 2.6419; P> .05 
No significant relationship was found between the attitude of 
the Puerto Ricans toward the ass·istance given by the agencies and 
the degree of anomia. Again it can be seen from the table that 59 
per cent of the sample population think that the agencies do give 
unwanted advice. 
9511Agencies try to give the people advice they don't want. 1I 
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TABLE 3596 
RELATIONSHIP OF FREQUENCY OF VISITS BY PRIESTS TO THE 
HOME TO THE DEGREE OF ANOMIA FOR THE TOTAL SAMPLE 
:(ED6!jrSI!i Frequency of Visits by the Priests 
of 
Anomia Never Once 2-4 & over Total 
High ~J 6 33 
Low 26 41 67 
Total 53 47 100 
2 16.3871 ; P ~.OOI x = 
The writer had to combine some categories in the preceding table::; 
in order to permit statistical analysis. Even though some of the detail 
was lost by this, a highly significant relationship was found between 
the frequency of visits of the priest to the home and a high degree of 
anomia. This was an inverse relationship - the lower the number of visits 
of the priest, the greater was the degree of anomia of the individual. 
Among those in the category of high anomia, 23 never had a priest in their 
home in America. On the other hand, 24 of those who rated low on the anomia 
scale had had a priest in their homes four times or more. These included 
21 of the Hermanos sample who are in frequent contact with the priest. 
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"Did you ever have a priest in your home in America?" 
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One of the strong feel ings manifested by the respondents during the 
interviewing process was a high degree of dissatls,faction with the official 
agencies of the city of Chicago, espcially with the welfare agencies. Res-
pondents complained continually of unfair treatment. One man complained 
that he had been told to go home and wait for a job and that had been six 
months previously. 
The writer feels that an unfamil iarity with the bureaucratic structure 
causes much of this dissatisfaction. One of the features of the bureaucratic 
structure is the depersonal ization of the relationships with the individual 
and this frequently confl icts with the cl ient's conviction of the importance 
of his own problem and its special features. Merton states that this impersona 
attitude toward matters of great personal significance to the cl ient give 
rise to charges of disinterest and arrogance on the part of the agency 
staff. 
There was no significant relation between the attitude of the immigrants 
toward agencies and the degree of anomia. It is worth noting, however, that 
while there was no difference between the categories of high and low anomia, 
74 per cent of the population agreed that the agencies didn't really under-
stand how to help people. 
The writer went on to examine the attitude of the Puerto Ricans toward 
the advice and assistance given by the agencies. 
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TABLE 34 95 
RELATIONSHIP OF RESPONDENTS I PERCEPTION OF ATTITUDE OF 
AGENCIES TO DEGREE OF ANOMIA FOR THE SAMPLE POPULATION 
Degree "Agencies give the people unwanted advice" 
of 
Anomia 
Yes No Doni t know Total 
High 23 3 7 33 
Low 36 14 17 67 
Total 59 17 24 100 
x2 2.6419; P> .05 
No significant relationship was found between the attitude of 
the Puerto Ricans toward the assistance given by the agencies and 
the degree of anomia. Again it can be seen from the table that 59 
per cent of the sample population think that the agencies do give 
unwanted advice. 
9511Agencies try to give the people advice they don't want." 
TABLE 3596 
RELATIONSHIP OF FREQUENCY OF VISITS BY PRIESTS TO THE 
HOME TO THE DEGREE OF ANOMIA FOR THE TOTAL SAMPLE 
~Degtee 
of 
Anomia 
High 
Low 
Total 
2 
x = 
Frequency of Visits by the Priests 
Never Once 2-4 & over Total 
271 6 33 
26 41 67 
53 47 100 
16.3871 ; P ~ .001 
The writer had to combine some categories in the preceding table: 
in order to permit statistical analysis. Even though some of the detail 
was lost by this, a highly significant relationship was found between 
the frequency of visits of the priest to the mome and a high degree of 
anomia. This was an inverse relationship - the lower the number of visits 
of the priest, the greater was the degree of anomia of the individual. 
Among those in the category of high anomia, 23 never had a priest in their 
home in America. On the other hand, 24 of those who rated low on the anomia 
scale had had a priest in their homes four times or more. These included 
21 of the Hermanos sample who are in frequent contact with the priest. 
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"Did you ever have a priest in your home in America?" 
-TABLE 36 
RELATIONSHIP OF FREQUENCY OF CALLS TO THE RECTORY 
TO THE DEGREE OF ANOMIA FOR THE SAMPLE POPULATION 
Degree 
of 
Anomia 
High 
Low 
Total 
Frequency of Calls to the Rectory 
Never 
19 
10 
29 
21.4531; 
Once 2-4 & over 
9 
I I 
20 
P ~ .001 
5 
46 
51 
Total 
33 
67 
100 
There was a highly significant relationship between the frequency 
of calls to the rectory and the degree of anomia. Again this was an 
inverse relationship - the more frequent the calls to the rectory, the 
lower the degree of anomia of the individual. It cab be seen from 
the table that almost 70 per cent of those who scored low on the anomia 
scale had paid four or more visits to a rectory. 
Based on the analysis of the repl ies obtained in this study, the 
writer would agree with Lennon's contention that for recent Puerto 
Rican immigrants the priest is a symbol of authority.to be recognized 
by his dress and manners. He is somebody whom they respect because 
of his position but not necessarily somebody they trust. Lennon also 
found that the relations of Puerto Ricans with their Cathol ic priests 
are formal and limited to areas of religion. 97 
TABLE 37 
RELATIONSHIP OF PRIEST AS SOURCE OF ADVICE TO DEGREE OF 
ANOMIA FOR THE SAMPLE POPULATION 
Source of Advice 
Degree 
of 
Anomia Priest Friends & others Total 
High 13 20 33 
Low 56 11 67 
Total 69 31 100 
x 2 = 19.0909; P < .001 
There was a significant relationship between seeking the priest as 
a first source of counsel and advice and the degree of anomia and this was 
significant at the 0.1 per cent level. Over 83 per cent of those who scored 
) 
low on the anomia scale said they would go first to the priest when in dif-
ficulty or trouble, while 39 per cent of those with high anomia said they 
would go first to the priest. 
The desire and determination of an immigrant to remain in the country 
to which he emigrates are regarded as important factors in promoting 
assimilation into the new society. The writer questioned the respondents 
on their desire to remain in this country or to return to Puerto Rico. 
-TABLE 38 
RELATIONSHIP OF THE DESIRE TO RETURN TO PUERTO RICO 
TO THE DEGREE OF ANOMIA FOR THE TOTAL SAMPLE 
Wish to Return 
Degree 
of 
Anomia Yes No Total 
High IZS 5 33 
Low 53 14 67 
Total 81 19 100 
2 
= 2.9522; P > .05 x 
There was no significant relationship between the desire to 
return to Puerto Rico and the degree of anomia at the 5 per cent 
level. An examination of the table shows that 81 per cent of the 
sample population wished to return to Puerto Rico. The fact that 
such a large percentage had a desire to return indicates to the writer 
a major deterring factor in their assimilation into American society. 
Lennon states that such immigrants would hardly make serious or pro-
. 98 longed efforts to learn the required bahavioral traIts. 
On the basis of the results obtained from the repl ies given 
with regard to the attitude toward publ ic agencies and the desire to 
98 
Op. cit., p. 87. 
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return to Puerto Rico the writer must reject his third hypothesis. This 
hypothesized 'that the state of anomia is significantly related to the 
assimilation process as a deterring factor. But the fact that this is 
such a basic proposition makes one wary of rejecting it on the basis of 
this study alone. 
Appl ication of Controls on the Relation of Anomia to leI igious 
Commi tment 
The writer wishes now to examine the relation of reI igious commitment 
to anomia when the variables incorporated in the study are controlled. It 
will be remembered that the Hermanos sample was chosen on the basis of the 
members pre-determined commitment to reI igion. Then a scale on commitment 
to reI igion was applied to all the respondents and on the basis of this 
they were divided into three categories of ~igh, medium and low commitment. 
For purposes of statistical analysis, however, the categories of medium and 
low had to be combined and any analysis on reI igious commitment was done 
with these two categories. 
TABLE 39 
THE RELATfONSHIP OF RELIGIOUS COMMITMENT TO ANOMIA WHEN 
AGE IS CONTROLLED 
Degree 20 - 35 yrs. old 
of 
Anomia ReI igious Commi tment 
High Low Total 
High 5 12 17 
Low 27 11 38 
Total 32 23 55 
x2 = 8.4053; P ~ .01 
~ IV I -
TABLE 39 (continued): 
36 - 60 yrs. old Degree 
of 
Anomia High Low Total 
High 6 10 16 
Low 22 7 29 
Total 28 17 45 
2 6.4808; p < .02 x = 
Because of the low number of frequencies in some cells, the writer 
had to group the respondents according to age into two broad categories. 
When the age of the respondent was controlled within the limits of these 
categories, it was found that the relationship between the reI igious 
commitment of the individual and the degree of anomia was still significant, 
though at different levels for the two age groups. The relationship was 
significaot, though at different levels for the two age groups. The 
relationship was significant at the I per cent level for the younger age 
group, those from 20 to 35 years old; while it was significant at the 2 
per cent level for the older age group, those from 36 to 60 years old. 
TABLE '40 
THE RELATION OF RELIGIOUS COMMITMENT TO ANOMIA 
WHEN AREA OF ORIGIN IS CONTROLLED 
Town - City 
ReI igious Commi tment 
Degree 
of 
Anomia High Low Total 
High 4 8 12 
Low 19 8 27 
Total 23 16 39 
No statistical analysis was possible 
Village - Rural 
Degree 
of 
Religious Commitment 
Anomia High Low Total 
High 7 
Low 37 
14 21 
3 40 
Total 44 17 61 
2 
x = 23.9981; P ~ .001 
When religious commitment was correlated with the degree of anomia 
of the individaal with the area of origin in Puerto Rico controlled, a 
significant relationship was found to exist at the 0.1 per cent level for 
- /_.l.J -
the group with a village-rural background. No statistical analysis was 
possible on the group with an urban background due to the lack of expected 
frequencies in one of the cells. 
The writer found it impossible to control for the other variables 
incorporated in the study due to too few frequencies in some of the cells. 
This was especially true of social status as determined by the Hollingshead 
Two-Factor Index. However, the writer feels that the correlation of religious 
commitment and the degree of anomia of the individual with age and area of 
origin controlled tend to confirm the findings of this study. 
Summary 
This chapter set out to consider the relationship between the 
state of anomia of the individual and his assimilation into American 
sOciety. 
A comparison of the Hermanos and General samples showed 
that there was no significant difference between the two groups as to 
length of residence in the United States or in Chicago, or on the basis 
of their previous residence in the United States. Neither was there 
any significant difference between the two groups as to relatives residing 
in the United States before their arrival. It was found that 74 percent 
of the relatives had lived in Chicago and that 31 percent of the total 
sample had received information from relatives regarding life in the 
United States but this distribution did not permit of statistical analysiS. 
The writer examined the length of residence in the country in 
relation to the degree of anomia but found no significant relationship. 
The area of origin in Puerto Rico and occupational mobility in the 
United States were found to bear no significant relationship to the degree 
of anomia; neither did the degree of educational achievement. 
A series of questions on the Puerto Ricans' perception of the 
priest's role in the city of Chicago showed that four out of the five 
attitudes manifested in the replies had a significant relationship to the 
degree of anomia of the individual. On the basis of this, the writer held 
that his hypothesis that the failure of the Puerto Rican immigrant 
to adjust to the role of the Catholic priest in the city of Chicago is 
a significant factor in the development of anomia in the individual is 
confirmed. 
The writer found great dissatisfaction among the Puerto Rican 
immigrants with the official agencies of the city, but found no signi-
ficant relationship between this attitude and the degree of anomia. 
When the writer examined the relationship of the visits of the 
priest to the home, the number of calls the individual made to the rectory, 
and the number who sought the priest first as a source of advice, to 
the degree of anomia of the individual, he found a highly significant 
relationship in each case. These seemed to indicate that 'for the Puerto 
Rican immigrant the priest is a symbol of authority to be respected but 
not necessarily trusted. No significant relationship was found between 
the desire to return home and the degree of anomia of the individual. 
The writer examined the relationship between religious commit-
ment and the degree of anomia when age was controlled and found the 
relationship to be still significant. When area of origin in Puerto Rico 
was controlled, it was found that there was a significant relationship 
between religious commitment and anomia for those from a rural back-
ground; it was not possible to subject the data for urban background to 
statistical analysis. 
CHAPTER 5 
CONCLUSION AND REVIEW 
Review of Purpos e 
In the preceding pages the writer has tried to examine some 
aspects of the assimilation process for Puerto Rican immigrants in 
the city of Chicago. Once again he must emphasize that the study 
is exploratory and comparative and that one cannot look for any 
definitive results from it. It is to be hoped l however l that it may 
playa small part in opening up some lines of investigation and 
adding to the understanding of the difficulties involved in the inte-
gration process for these immigrants. 
The writer does not wish to go at length through his hypotheses 
and method again as they have been outlined fully in Chapter 1. How-
ever I some consideration of how appropriate the method used was 
may be of some use for future studies of this nature. 
The writer is convinced that the use of the interview schedule 
and the personal interviewing process is essential when working with 
these people, or indeed any group of immigrants of the first generation. 
The establishment of a good rapport with these immigrants, who have 
frequently been the victims of officialdom and bureaucracy, is based 
more on a personal approach to them and a sympathetic understanding 
of their problems than on anything else. To win their trust requires 
patience and kindness but once a spirit of trust is established they are 
friendly and hospitable and very willing to cooperate. 
The scales the writer used in this study were, he feels, 
adequate for the study. An exception to this was the Hollingshead 
Two- Factor Index of Social Status. This scale is not suitable to 
determine the social status of the first generation immigrant. A 
different scale should be chosen or a new one constructed which would 
be more specific in its intent and content in relation to immigrant 
groups. Practically all the immigrants fell into the lowest class on the 
Hollingshead Scale, leaving no opportunity to control by social class. 
If the writer were conducting a more detailed study of the same 
type he would like to construct attitudinal scales and scales of actual 
participation to measure religious commitment. There may be some 
difficulty involved in using attitudinal scales solely as very often the 
attitude toward involvement and participation in institutional affairs 
may not predict the actual involvement and participation in these 
affairs. 
Review of Findings. 
The first major finding in the study was that there is a 
significant relationship between religious commitment and the 
degree of anomia of the individual for the Puerto Rican immigrant 
in Chicago. This relationship is an inverse one - the greater the 
degree of religious commitment the less the degree of anomia of 
the individual. When the writer tested this relationship, controlling 
for age and area of origin in Puerto Rico, he found that the relation-
ship remained significant. 
With regard to the first hypothesis, the writer found that the 
data of the study seemed to confirm it. Thus, from this study it 
seems that the state of anomia of the Puerto Rican Catholic immigrant 
is significantly related to his failure to accept and to adjust to the 
role of the Catholic priest in Chicago. It was seen later in the study 
that the priest is a figure of authority and respect, but not necessarily 
one who is loved and trusted. 
The second hypothesis, a sub-hypothesis of the first one, 
also seems to be confirmed by the data of this study. The failure of 
the Puerto Rican immigrant to adapt to the role of the priest in 
Chicago is a significant factor in the growth of personal conflict and 
anomia in the Puerto Rican immigrant. The loss of familiarity 
with a religion which is so much a part of the Puerto Rican's culture 
seems to affect the immigrant adversely and cause him to seek 
compensating factors such as the establishment of Pentecostal 
churches. These sects seem to give him the warmth and "togetherness" 
feeling he desires and provide for him a way out of his anomic state. 
The third hypothesis, that the state of anomia of the immi-
grant is significantly related to the assimilation process and is a 
deterring factor in this process, must be rejected on the basis of the 
data obtained in this study. However, as the writer has stated 
already, it has been an accepted proposition in assimilation theory 
that the state of personal disorganization and alienation of the individual 
which we term anomia is a factor which prevents the immigrant from 
assimilating rapidly into the receiving society. Therefore, while 
the writer is unable to accept the hypothesis on the basis of the 
evidence presented in this study, he feels that this hypothesis should 
be subjected to further and more specific investigation. 
A major finding, which the writer would think better described 
as a general feeling which was evident throughout the study, is that 
the Catholic Church seems to be failing to meet the needs of the 
Puerto Rican immigrants, both spiritual and cultural. This was 
what Lennon seemed to conclude in his more specific and compre .. 
hensive study, completed in 1963. The culture of the Church is at 
odds with the secular culture and yet she often finds herself speaking 
a language which is unintelligible in the inner city. La Vida, the 
study by Oscar Lewis of a Puerto Rican family in the culture of 
poverty on the island and in New York City. might well be required 
reading for those hoping to work with these immigrants in a spiritual 
context. The contrast between the General Sample and The Hermanos 
was so startling as to make the writer proceed with extreme caution. 
'-
It is a matter for another study to determine just how much influence 
the belonging to a group such as the Hermanos and the spiritual 
formation obtained therein has on the Puerto Rican immigrant. 
Relevance of Findings to Theory 
The major theoretical framework used in this study was 
Robert K. Merton's':theory of the development of anomia within the 
social structure and the different types of individual adaptation by 
rejection of the prevailing values of society and the substitution of 
new values. Merton's theory was developed to examine "how some 
social structures exert a definite pressure upon certain persons in 
the society to engage in non-conforming rather than conforming 
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conduct. " He developed Durkheim's concept of anomie into a 
typology of modes of individual adaptation. 
This study did not set out to examine or expand upon 
Merton's typology. But certain of the findings and the attitudes 
shown by the respondents' replies seem to be relevant to Merton's 
theory. One of the modes of individual adaptation which Merton 
develops is that of Innovation, which occurs when the individual has 
assimilated the emphasis society places on certain goals without an 
equal assimilation of the societal norms which prescribe the ways 
and means for achieving the goals. 
Merton emphasizes that recourse to legitimate channels for 
achieving success - the goals of society - is limited by a class 
structure which does not give equal opportunity to men of good talent 
at every lev.el of society. When society stresses common success-
goals for the members of society and then denies or excessively 
restricts access to the approved ways of achieving these goals for a 
considerable portion of society, then there is a strong tendency 
toward the substitution of other, proscribed, ways of reaching these 
goals, a tendency toward deviant behavior. The "normal" response 
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to a situation where there is little opportunity t<;> achieve by 
conventional means the goals which society stresses is to submit to 
the pressures toward deviance and crime. There is in America a 
degradation of manual labor which prevails in all strata of society, 
and a realization of the limited opportunities for advancement beyond 
the level of unskilled labor. Where this holds true, there is a marked 
tendency toward deviant behavior and acceptance of the promises of 
power and "success" from organized crime. 100 
The writer feels that the strong tendencies toward anomia 
exhibited by the sample population in the scale on anomia give an 
indication that great pres sure toward deviant behavior is exerted 
upon a group which is very low in the social scale. The occupational 
opportunities of the people at this level of society are largely confined 
to manual labor and the lesser white-collar jobs. Even on such a 
limited basis as the population of this study, it was evident that many 
had assimilated the dominant society's values of economic success and 
social advancement. Without the corresponding economic life-chances 
to attain thes e goals, however, there was an attitude of rebellion 
against the cultural norms of society and a certain measure of hope-
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lessness of ever attaining the goals put forward by society. This 
may entail the dysfunction of curbing the motivation for sustained 
endeavor and lead to an eventual rejection of both the goals and the 
means. The individual then becomes associalized, pays little 
attention to the institutional practices and resigns himself to the lack 
of any claim to value or distinction. The individual is then regarded 
as a non-productive liability on society and is stigmatized by the 
conformist members. 
The influence of the community in the Puerto Rican population 
seemed to have a lessening effect on this degree of anomia and 
alienation of the individual. Despite the difficulties of forming a 
community in present-day urban life, there was evidence of a high 
degree of community spirit or community life among the Puerto Ricans, 
especially with the Hermanos. The writer would agree with Fitzpatrick 
that this community participation assists the assimilation of the 
immigrant rather than impedes it. In fact, the significantly lower 
degree of anomia of the Hermanos sample might be attributed as much 
to their greater community participation as to religious commitme nt, 
and,this could provide the subject matter for a further study. 
Implications for Further Research 
The main points for further research are those which the 
writer already has mentioned during the course of this study. This 
work has been exploratory and any insights gained from it should be 
researched in detail and with strict controls. Specifically. the writer 
feels that a clearer understanding must be gained of the meaning of 
culture in relation to the urban environment. and particularly in 
relation to the Church's work with other cultures in the city. Secondly. 
there must be applied research of how the dominant society is affected 
by the culture it receives. Thirdly. "small-range" studies should be 
done of the interrelationships of the various interlocking psychological 
and socio-cultural factors involved in the immigration and cultural 
integration of the individual. Finally. a study of community in relation 
to its effect on the integration process and conducted in the light of 
future urban planning would aid those who are trying to ease the 
assimilation process. 
Summary 
In this final chapter the writer has presented a brief review 
of the study and some thoughts on its relevance to theory and its value 
in stimulating further research. This was particularly relevant to 
Merton's theory of Innovation and the pressures involved in deviant 
behavior. It is to be hoped that this study will throw further light 
on the problems facing the churches in the urban areas and 
especially in the inner city; that the churches will come to a 
better understanding of the problems of the inner city; that they 
may be able to combat the emptiness which is such a pressing issue 
of modern life. 
APPENDIX I 
INTERVIEW SCHEDULE 
Question 
Male. ___ _ Ma r r i ed, ___ _ 
I. Sex: Age: __ _ 
Female ___ _ Single ___ _ 
Were you born in Puerto Rico? Yes 
----
2. 
No ____ _ 
3. If yes: 
How long have you been in the United States? 
Less than one year 
---
1-4 yrs. __ _ 5-9 yrs. __ 
10-14 yrs. 15-19 yrs. ___ l 20 and over. __ _ 
4. How long have you lived in Chicago? Less than yr. __ _ 
1-4 yrs, __ ; 5-9 yrs. 10-14 yrs. ___ ; 15-19 yrs,_; 
20 and over ___ _ 
5. Have you ever I ived in any other part of the United States 
besides Chicago? Yes __ _ No ___ _ 
6. If yes, please name the parts: 
1.-------2., ______ _ 
3. _____ _ 
4. _____ _ 
7. Did you have any relatives I iving in the United States 
before your arrival here? Yes, ___ _ No ___ _ 
I 
I 
Question 
8. If yes, in what part of the United States did they 1 ive? 
1. 2. _____ ; 3. 
9. Did they send you accounts of 1 ife in America before you 
came? Yes No 
---- -----
10. Were these accounts a) favorable 
-----
b) unfavorable _, 
c) mixed 
"-----
I]. In what area did you live in Puerto Rico? 
Rural or Sma] 1 Vi llage ____ ; Town __ _ City ____ _ 
12. Did you have a job waiting for you in the United States 
before you came? Y It' es _____ , No ___ _ 
13. Did you have long to wait before getting work? 
1-3 months Immediately ___ ; 1-3 weeks __ _ 
---
4-6 months Over 6 months 
--- ----
]4. How many jobs have you held in the United States? One 
---
2-4 ; 5-7 
--- --------
8-1o ____ ; Over 10 ___ __ 
15. What is your present job? (Be specific). _____ _ 
16. What was your job in Puerto Rico? ______ _ 
17. What was your father's occupation? (Be specific). 
]8. Please circle the highest grade you reached in school: 
Elementary 
2'345 678 
High Schoo] 
1 234 
ColI ege 
1 234 
19. What reI igion did you practice in Puerto Rico? ____ _ 
20. What reI igion do you practice in the United States? ___ _ 
PLEASE INDICATE BY A CHECK MARK THE DEGREE OF AGREEMENT OR DISAGREEMENT 
WITH THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS: 
21. 
22. 
God assists the Churab 
in its work on earth. 
God assists all priests 
Strongly 
Agree 
in bringing God to men. ________ -
23. The Bible was written 
with God's assistance. 
24. The Chruch's interpret-
ation of the Bible is right. __ _ 
25. I should attend church 
on Sunday if possible. 
26. I regularly say grace 
before meals. 
27. I abstain, because 
of Church teaching, from 
unnecessary work on 
Sundays. 
28. I tithe to the Church 
or give as much,)as I can. 
29. I regularly take part in 
family prayer or pray my-
self other than at church. 
30. I regularly take part in 
church activities other 
than chur.ch services. 
31. Mass on Sunday is 
enjoyable to attend. 
32. It is difficult to see 
a priest in Chicago. 
33. You are made feel un-
welcome when you go to 
see a priest in Chicago. 
34. The priest doesn't know 
what Puerto Ricans need. 
Agree Don~t 
Know 
Dis-
Agree 
Strongl 
Disagre 
II 
Quest ion 
35. The priest should rep-
resent the Puerto Ricans. 
36. The priest should 
lead the Puerto Ricans. 
37. The priest should teach 
the Puerto Ricans. 
38. The priest takes too much 
on himself. 
39. The priest doesn't know 
the right way to help 
the Puerto Ricans. 
40. The ~riest is just another 
official in the machine. 
41. Without his collar the 
priest is just anotherlman. 
Strongly 
Agree 
42. The priest should visit the 
Puerto Ricans in their Hous~s. 
43. The priest is friendly with 
the Puerto Ricans in Chicago. 
44. I wou 1 d be perfect 1 y comfort-
able if an American priest 
came to visit me in my home. 
45. There's 1 ittle use writing 
to public officials because 
often they aren't interested 
really in the problems of 
the average man. 
46. Nowadays a person has to 1 ive 
pretty much for today and let 
tomorrow take care of itself. 
47; In spite of what some people say, 
the lot of the average man is get-
ting worse, not better. 
Agree Don't Dis-
Know Agree 
Strongly 
Disagree 
Question 
48. It's hardly fair to bring 
children into the world 
with the way things look 
for the future. 
49. These days a person 
doesn't know whom 
he can count on. 
50. Agencies don't really know 
how to help people. 
51. Agencies try to give the 
people advice they don't 
want. 
52. Did you ever have a priest 
in your home in America. 
Strongly Agree 
Agree 
Once __ , 2-3 __ 
Don't Dis- Strongly 
Know agree Disagree 
4 or over 
---
53. Have you ever called a rectory to see a priest? 
4 or over 
---
Once ___ ; 2-3 ___ _ 
54. Did you ever speak to a priest since you came to America? 
4 or over 
---
Once'--__ _ 2-3, __ 
55. To whom would you go for advice in difficulties? Give choices. 
1. ____ _ 
2. ____ _ 
3. ___ _ 
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